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EDITORIAL
WE'RE really pretty lucky! I wonder how many
of us stop to think about the things we have,
and how many of us take it all for granted. Most of
us probably thank God every once in a while for
keeping our families together, healthy and happy,
but often we stop there. We are so used to having
everything go well, that we often exaggerate minor
difficulties because most of us have been fortunate
enough not to have had major ones. We've been very
lucky and we should try to realize that fact.
Most of us have had the privilege of obtaining an
excellent education here, in pleasant congenial sur
roundings. In fact, we have received the best type of
education because the standards of the College are
recognized everywhere as being very high, and our
graduates hold their own anywhere. Besides this, we
have been trained in a Catholic way, and in the great
Dominican tradition. No interruptions have halted
our progress; instead, everything has been done to
help us. It has been made comparatively easy for us
to reach our objectives. Of course, the work was hard
—so it is everywhere—but the conditions under which
we have studied and lived during these four years are
so arranged as to help us to attain our desired ends.
Once these ends are reached, we realize it is well
worth the effort. For all this we should get down on
our knees and thank God—thank Him for allowing
us to come to this college, where opportunities are
laid open to us to make us better Catholic women in
every respect. All we have to do is to accept what is
offered to us, and make the most of it.
It is hard to appreciate all this because ̂ vc arc so
used to it, but once we think of others, in less fortu
nate countries, and compare their college years \vith
ours, we realize what we have and ̂ vhat they lack.
They are more mature than we, having gone through
the horrors of war, and most of them have almost
entirely skipped their youth. They had to grow up
quickly and face life, and now, it is too late to regain
what they have lost. Consequently, they are more
serious-minded than we are. The conditions under
which they study are still not normal, although they
are getting better. They know what it is to suffer
hunger and cold. They know what it is to be really
afraid, and they scarcely know what security is. Yet,
they hope. It is this hope which keeps them going,
which inspires them to look for a better future,
although the prospects are so dim. And with this hope
they go to their studies with a determined purpose, to
better themselves, that they may help to better the
world.
When we think of the thousands of students, then,
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who are glad to be able to study in any circumstances,
and who face the future with courage and fortitude,
we should be ten times more grateful for what we
have and for the way of life we lead. Also, we must
not forget that we owe much to God, to the world,
and to ourselves, for we have a tremendous responsi
bility and we must live up to it. Because we have
much, more is required of us. God has given us all
these opportunities and we must make use of them.
R. v.W. '50.
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DEUS LUX NOSTRA
When apple blossoms color barren trees
And nature promises a joyous season;
When daffodils and violets scent the breeze,
Hope comes to save a world that lacks right reason.
Yet darkness creeps upon us this bright spring,
Grim clouds of war make threat to burst again
The carillon of war may too soon ring;
Our spirits sink before this lowering strain.
Lift we our heavy hearts despite the gloom
From wretchedest foreboding let us rise.
The blackest future needs not bring us doom:
One spring long past, beneath these very skies
The drama of a Savior's death obtained
For us the hope of Paradise regained.
Eleanor Matheu, '51.
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CARRIE JANE ANDERSEN
Vallejo, California
major: music
minor: education
President of the Music Club '48, '49
Publicity Officer of Music Club '47
French Qub '47
Spanish Club '48, '49
Carillon Staff '48
JANE ANDERSEN
JANE is pleasantly at ease in meeting new people,
as we discovered at our first meeting with her. A
realist, interested in others for what they are basi
cally, she makes a favorable and lasting impression
from her first cheerful "Hello." The interests of
others become her interests, their enthusiasms hers,
but she does have her strong likes and dislikes, seldom
taking a middle stand. She will argue (irrationally
at times) and will uphold her own ideas to the end
be they right or wrong.
By reason of her interest in others and her disin
terest in personal gains, she has made such a fine
president of the music club that she is a model for
others who are to come. She is very self-confident,
likes to lead, and never to lean on others. She has a
rather naive sense of humor, at best getting a clever
pun or joke only after some repetition and much
meditation, at which point she first chuckles, then
laughs contagiously.
Possessing a desire to learn, she radiates that
enthusiasm by sharing her knowledge with others.
Thus are conversations and friendships born.
15
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ANN ANDREWS
Orovillc, California
major: music
minor: education
French Club
Music Club '46, '47, *48, '49
Secretary-Treasurer of the Music
Club '48, *49
Schola '46
ANN ANDREWS
Little things count much in Ann's life. She must
. have everything to match, even sox and sweaters.
"Neatness of person and belongings" is a by-word
with her; original adjectives and expressions are
among her pet delights, and "Petunia Bud" is her pet
name for almost all her friends.
We tell her that she has a split personality. We call
them her red and pink personality because she wears
both colors so well. The red self is an aggressive Ann
with a do or die attitude, from whom the most amaz
ing things come forth with incomprehensible alac
rity. The pink is an easy-going person with a sweet
and interested air of one whose life holds no compli
cations. As for this Ann, it seems that the more she
has to do the more she does. Her music is part of the
red personality, but she does not hoard it for her
concerts at Angelico; she is always on hand at all the
Edge Hill parties to entertain us with her newest
pieces and to amaze us by the volume of music she
knows and can play with such energy and power.
"C'est la vie"! she exclaims at any time her fate
takes an unusual twist.
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MARIAN PATRICIA ATTIC
Modesto, California
major: history
minor: ENGLISH
Transferred from Modesto Junior
College '47
I.R.C. '48. '49
Assistant Editor of the Meadowlark '49
MARIAN ATTIG
A SMALL very blonde person, she walks about
matter-of-factly with a determined purpose. It is
not hard to discern from the glint in her eye that she
has a quick wit and a lively nature. She is amiable,
practical, even easy going, and it takes more than
trifles to get her down.
The flights of her imagination are strangely bal
anced by a precision of thought. She can write stories,
thrillers that make your hairs stand on end, but sit
down and talk to her and she will surprise you with
her direct questions, such as: "Exactly what do you
mean?" or "What is your reason for saying that?
Don't argue with her, unless you know precisely
what you want to say, for she will pin yoii down
exactly to the opinions you have expressed. She will
make a good iawyer-her ambition in life. She may
even make a good judge, for she has the ability to
make decisions and give helpful judgments.
She reads all types of books, but likes modern non-
fiction best. It is hard for us to say whether we like
her stories or her essays best; whatever she writes
has the sparkle of her own liveliness.
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ELEANOR LUCRJETIA BERNARDIS
Sacramento, California
major: early childhood education
minors: art, physical education
yice-PreMdent^f Sophomore Class '47 C.I.C. '47, '48, '49
Student Body Treasurer '48
Student Body Vice-President '49
Art Club '47, '48, '49
Spanish Club '46, '47, '48, '49
I.R.C. '47, '48, '49
Student Affairs Board '49
Executive Board '48, '49
Carillon Staff '47
Firebrand Staff '47
Social Committee '48
ELEANOR BERNARDIS
Her roommate calls her Ellie, but to every
one else on campus she is Bunny. She is Sacra
mento through and through. Listen to that accent!
(non-existent to her). Have you noticed the look
in her eyes when she says she is going home for the
weekend? The Solons are the only ball team worth
mentioning—"Just wait 'till next year." She loves to
linger with anyone at the breakfast table, just for
coffee and talk. If you want to hear her scream—let
a lively moth into her room.
Bunny studies hard and plays hard; she invariably
goes out enthusiastically for every class sport and
activity. She has a great sense of justice and hates
anything unfair. With these qualities and her love
for children it goes without saying that she will make
an excellent teacher. She is truly interested in student
government and she works untiringly to insure the
greatest good for everyone. As a leader, she is reliable
and resourceful; as a friend, she is, of course,
wonderful.
To a question as to her philosophy of life, she once
replied with St. Dominic's words: "I have made my
chief study in the book of charity—it teaches every
thing."
21
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ANN LILLIAN BOYD
Mill Valley, California
major; art
minor: education
Transferred from the College of Marin '47
ANN BO YD
Ann is a natural, fun-loving girl with numerous
.talents. She is artistic, an excellent horsewoman,
both folk dancer and singer, and she has a storehouse
of information about Marin County. Her activities
are many and some of them are daring. She loves to
dance and she astonishes her friends by getting up
in the middle of the night to climb Mount Tamalpais
or by giving beach parties in January. On the other
hand she has a calm outlook on life which keeps her
unruffled before tests, or in times of emergency; a
calmness which never annoys, but rather gives greater
weight to her judgments. She never expresses her
definite opinions unless asked; she never gives advice
unless it is requested (a great virtue), and then gives
it in such a way as to make you think it was your idea
all the time.
She wears her long strawberry blonde hair in many
different styles; and we are glad that so far she has not
succumbed to the new-look hair cut. She owns a gi-ay
Ford car, Abysinia Somoa, which is nearly always
packed to the roof with felloAV students. On week
ends the gray flash heads for Stinson Beach; in sum
mer Ann is off to Canada, her favorite place next to
Marin County. There she gives herself to recreation
and to rest in a peaceful and serene mountain climate.
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MURIEL THERESA BRADLEY
Spokane, Washington
major: early childhood education
minor: drama
Spanish Club '45, '46, '47
Music Club '45, *46, *47, '48
Choral '45, *46, '47, '48
Radio Players '47, '48, *49
The Troupers '45, '46
MURIEL BRADLEY
Her name, Muriel, does not seem to fit as does
"Honeygal." Honeygal, an inhabitant of Edge-
hill, will be missed when she leaves, for we are so
used to seeing her rush up or down the Edge Hill
pathways.
A sense of humor and a willingness to listen make
her perfect company for rainy days and long walks.
She is unique in the way she haphazardly tosses off
catch phrases, such as "coffee-time" and "fun-time,
which infect the entire school.
She has marked dramatic ability and many a day
will pass before her portrayal of "Jane Eyre" will be
forgotten. The parts she has been given in plays have
been all in a somewhat sentimental vein, which allows
opportunity for the audience to enjoy the rich quiet
ness of her voice.
Frequent are her lamentations during exams and
times when unexpected difficulties seem to spring up
all at once. "I'm losing my mind!" one can hear her
cry out. However, her persistence to see a task
through usually proves to be successful.
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ROSE ANN BURGER
Eureka, California
major: SPANISH
minor: music
Spanish Club '46, '47, '48, '49
Music Club '46, '47, '48, '49
Schola '49
I.R.C. '49
Carillon Stall '47
Sigma Delta Pi
ROSE ANN BURGER
F YOU do a thing, do it well," says Rose Ann, and
when you watch the thoroughness and energy
with which she tackles an assignment or a recre
ational pastime, you know that she lives up to this
motto. She is always on hand to take part in the latest
activity, whether it is basketball, a piano recital or a
game of bridge. She studies well, plays the piano well,
and is good in sports; she usually sticceeds in winning
at least one pennant a year. She manages to combine
these various activities in perfect harmony.
Rose Ann has a quiet and gracious manner and
the very delightful habit of remembering the birth
day cakes, thank-you notes and greeting cards, which
many of us sometimes forget.
Her eyes always show an expression of eager alert
ness, even from the first moment in the morning
when she jumps out of bed as soon as the alarm starts
ringing. She likes to find spare moments to sit out in
the sun and catch up on her reading for Spanish.
A practical efficiency and deep faith in her reli
gion make Rose Ann much admired and respected
by her friends.
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ELOISE MARIE CADINHA
Honolulu, Hawaii
major: economics
minor: ENGLISH
Wh club -4"
I.R.C. '48, '49
Radio
'48
Players '48, '49
ELOISE CADINHA
*
"IQEOPLE, what they like and do—that's my favor-
11 ite pastime," Eloise tells us looking up with gay
laughing eyes. Her bubbling laughter and warm
heart always win her a welcoming smile, as we at
Edge Hill surely remember. Night after night she
makes a round of visits to each room for an exchange
of confidences and latest pranks.
She has unending stories of people or places she
has known. Her unbounding curiosity and love of
adventure led her to travel down Mexico way two
summers ago, and there, she completely lost her
romantic heart to the spirit of manana and the flash
and color of the bull fight and the fiesta.
Eloise is never too busy to stop for a chat anytime
or anywhere, and also spends much time at movies,
bridge or knitting. She leams quickly when she sets
her mind to something, so she always finds ample
time to do what she likes, and what she likes is people
—what they like and do.
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Carillon Staff '47, '48
W.A.A. Board '46, '47, '48. '49
I.R.C. '46, '47, '48. '49
Spanish Club '46, 47, '48, '49
President of the I.R.C. '49
MARY JO CORBETT
San Francisco, California
major: HISIORY
minors: SPANISH, ENGLISH
Secretary of the Senior Class '49
1 re usurer of tl;e Spanish Club '49
Social Committee *49
I.R.C. Representative to the C.I.C. 49
MARY JO CORBETT
F THERE were a Generosity contest for the class
of '49 Mary Jo Corbett would no doubt be the win
ner. Her heart is as big as her house, which is usually
filled every weekend with classmates who are far away
from home.
Her kindly energy overflows into a love of people
and a deep interest in their troubles, so great that
she often becomes excited because she wants to help
them and thinks she isn't doing all she could.
In her quiet moods Mary likes to read, especially
historical novels, but her quiet moods are few. She
is a great sports fan; she even dresses in a casual,
sporty manner. As a spectator she likes to watch foot
ball games, but has a hard time deciding whom to
root for when U.S.F. and S.C. are playing. Out of
class loyalty she goes out for all sports, but she loves
best to dance and swim. She is a speedy sAvimmer and
has won many trophies. Her taste for dancing is as
varied as her taste for food, but she has a leaning
toward the Spanish, since she spent a summer at the
University of Mexico—but that's another story!
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MARGARET MARY DETERT
Oakland, California
Executive Board '47
Student Body Secretary '47
Class Vice-President '49
Firebrand Business Manager '48
Carillon Staff '47, '48
Meadowlark Staff *48
major: history
minor: chemistry
Albertus Magnus Club '47, '48, 49
I.R.C. '47. *48. '49
Co-President of the I.R.C. '49
French Club '46
Gamma Sigma '48, '49
MARGARET DETERT
WE PICTURE Peggy as the girl with the neatest
blouse and the whitest shoes in the school. We
admire the way she carries herself and the dignity
with which she moves. She is more dependable than
the alarm, come time to rise and shine; that we saw
when she was business manager of the 1948 Fire
brand; a more exact, a more gracious and efficient
person could not have been found for that most diffi
cult honor.
She believes that one should do one's best in every
thing, and the fruits of this creed are seen in her high
scholastic average, in the part she takes in W.A.A.
activities and in her contribution to the l.R.C. If she
does not know much about a particular game she will
practice until she can give full support to a class
championship; she never goes to a meeting of the
l.R.C., over which she presides, without being fully
prepared. Her keen mind, her composure and her
well-modulated voice give confidence to the rest of
the group. She has, too, a dry wit, which provokes
laughter from others, but she seldom laughs at her
own jokes.
JOYCE ADAIR FAY
San Francisco, California
major: art
minor: education
Social Committee '49 Spanish Club '46, '47, '48 '49
Art Club '48, *49
JOYCE FAY
JOYCE'S ready smile and forget-me-not blue eyes
are topped by a flaming mop, which once made
an Indian Reservation worship her as a "child of the
sun." She tells the tale quaintly. It ends with the little
deity's growing sick from smoke and the other accom
paniments of the worship. Because she has spent most
of her life on Navy bases, she has traveled much and
has had varied experiences.
Perhaps the Navy background has directed her
philosophy of life to face difficulties with a chal
lenge, instead of trying to avoid them. She shares
this point of view with her friends when they bring
their problems to her. When Joyce has her heart in
an enterprise, the authorities themselves could
hardly stop her. Her contemporaries may remember
her proceedings in preparing for the Christmas
dance of the freshman class of '49.
Her major, art, is of great importance in her life.
She has done some landscape designing and oil
painting, but leans more towards designing and
carving woodblocks. She would like to continue with
this work after graduation, along with her teaching.
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KATHRYN LOUISE FRANKS
San Francisco, California
Senior Class President '49
Junior Class President '48
Sophomore Class Representative '47
Editor of the Carillon '47
Carillon Staff '48, '49
major: ENGLISH
minor: mathematics
Assistant Editor of the Meadowlark '48
Meadowlark Staff '46
Firebrand Staff '48, '49
French Club '40
I.R.C. '49
Executive Board '47
Gamma Sigma '49
KATHRYN FRANKS
KATHRYN has led the seniors as their president
for the last two years, her spirit always with and
for the class. All their skits have been written and di
rected by her and with success, as everyone knows
who saw The Forty Niners or Inside San Francisco.
She was the pioneer editor of The Carillon, our first
bi-monthly newspaper. It was she who proposed the
venture and carried it through against all odds, leav
ing her spirit to her successors. What she's deter
mined to do she will do.
She has made the Honor Society; she writes clev
erly; she is also a gracefid dancer, and during the war
she entertained homesick soldiers as she entertains us
now with her interpretative and tap dancing. She
turns out for every sport, regardless of whether or not
she has played it before; which end of a hockey stick
to swing matters not—she's there for the class. She
will do anything for a laugh, because she likes to make
people happy. Something which she has attempted
and to the amazement of others succeeded in, is stuff
ing twenty people into her "car that defies inertia";
and her home in San Francisco is as hospitable as
her car.
MARGUERITE ANNE GARNIER
Burlingame, California
major: latin
minor: ENGLISH
Class Representative '49
Class Secretary '46, '47
Gamma Sigma '48, '49
Carillon'Siz^ '47, '48
Spanish Club '47
I.R.C. '47
French Club '45, '46
Meadowlark Staff '48
Chairman of House Regulations *49
Executive Board '49
MARGUERITE GARNIER
"/^"^OME in and chat a little!" is Mickys favorite
expression, and her invitations are always ac
cepted. She possesses a rare sweetness and a piquant
charm; moreover she is unselfish and ahvays finds
time to be kind. Her ambling pace puts one at ease,
for it makes one feel that she is carefree and that she
is content with life.
In contrast to this easy tranquility is her passion for
neatness. Even in the middle of finals she ̂ vill take
out a half hour or so to clean her room. When she is
amused, which is often, her laugh is like riveting, it
shakes her whole body. She doesn't laugh at school-
work, however, for she studies quite consistently and
well. She even seems to enjoy the books she has to
read.
As a matter of fact, Mick gets enjoyment from
everything, from sports and dogs to people. Eor her
own particular pleasure she likes musical comedy.
She reads widely and although she's not a fan, she
can amuse herself by playing bridge. She is idealistic
and is an optimist, a firm believer that everythi^
and everyone will turn out well.
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DOROTHY MORRIS GREENOUGH
Kentfield, California
major: early childhood education
minor: ENGLISH
College of Marin University of California
DOROTHY GREENOUGH
SMALL and smiling, blessed with a seemingly in
exhaustible fund of energy, Mrs. Greenough
handles her three-fold career of wife-mother-student
in admirable fashion. Her varied interests and ca
pabilities, plus her experience in rearing a family,
have made her contributions to educational discus
sions of distinct value to her fellow-students.
Patience, humor, and kindly insight are character
istics which make her effective in dealing with others
—whether in the realms of practice teaching, or in the
college classroom.
We shall look forward to seeing "Mrs. G." in print,
one of these days. What form her literary labors will
take, we cannot prophesy—possibly some of her
charming stories for children will grace the pub
lishers' lists. On the other hand, we think it quite
possible that her theories on childhood might be
gathered into such a book as would out-Gesell Gesell!
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KATHERINE MARY GRIFFIN
Burlingame, California
major; ENGLISH
minor: philosophy, latin
Student Affairs Board President *49
French Club '45, *46, '47
I.R.C. '47, '48
Gamma Sigma '48, '49
Carillon Staff '46, '47, '48
Meadowlark Editor '47, '48
Assistant Meadowlark Editor '46, *47
Assistant Firebrand Editor '49
Executive Board '48, '49
H.O.O.D. Cup '47
KATHERINE GRIFFIN
KATHERINE'S friends are really proud of her in
tellectual gifts, but her little weaknesses delight
them; for instance, her love of sleep and her liking
for detective stories. It pleases them to remark that
she never seems to over-exert herself; but they would
not have you be deceived into thinking she is super
ficial, and they are well aware that her keen mind and
clear-headed reasoning can liven any discussion.
Aside from her English major, Katherine has been
interested in French and Latin and philosophy. As
editor of the Meadowlark she was both thoughtful
and original, and she was the first to bring humorous
cartoons to that venerable publication.
Although she views life and its responsibilities
deeply she always finds time for her friends. She may
even defer a task for the sake of the warm-hearted
companionship she so enjoys, but the deferring never
goes too far and she never fails to meet a real chal
lenge. As president of the Students Affairs Board her
sense of justice has constantly asserted itself. She can
exert her personality without being overbearing.
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CARMEN PESQUEIRA GRISSOM
Berkeley, California
major: social economics
minor: education
Transferred from Immaculate Heart College
CARMEN PESQUEIRA GRISSOM
The pert, sparkling girl named Carmen Gris-
som is back at San Rafael to finish her beloved so
ciology course after a two-year "exile" in Texas with
her husband. We are glad to have her.
She has a sincere love of people, and a vast curiosity
about them which should serve her well in the field
of sociology. She dislikes affectation, bus rides. Jack
Smith and Rita Hayworth movies. She loves walks in
the rain, her art courses, almost any kind of food, and
Scottish Terrier dogs. She has a quick temper, but it
is disguised by her predominantly cheerful point of
view. Her sensitiveness sometimes leads her to be
overly-critical of other people, and to make small
things seem unduly important. She is kind and con
siderate, and has a quick and perceptive mind.
She is a pint-sized Chamber of Commerce for San
Francisco, btit she will never stop loving the sand,
sun and mountains of her native Arizona.
She enjoys music—somewhere in the middle ground
between Beethoven and Berlin—and she likes to cook.
Ask her what she wants in life and she will prob
ably list a home, children, and several Scotties—in
that order.
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ED A MAR,IA HARNETT
Hillsborough, California
major: social economics
minor: physical education
Transferred from San Mateo Junior
College '47
I.R.C. '49
Ski Club President '48
Sociology Club '48, '49
Spanish Club '48, '49
W.A.A. Board '48
Tennis Team '48, '49
EDA MARIA HARNETT
BAMBI, fun-loving and vivacious, is always acutely
aware of any amusing situation. She is usually
ready to venture on any plan that hints of a good
time, and her avid interest in others makes her a
sympathetic and considerate listener. Few have
escaped being attached to Bambi's humorous nick
names, many of which, though thought up on the
spur of the moment, seem to have acquired an endur
ing quality. Bambi, in a group, is well poised and an
affable conversationalist; she constantly punctuates
the remarks and suggestions of others by "That's
grand."
Many of Bambi's interests are, as it were, an indi
cation of her personality: parties, dances, football
g^mes—all of which reveal her desire to be with
others. Her good disposition and cheerful manner
seem to permeate the atmosphere of any group.
So intensely alive is Bambi to everything, that she
takes responsibility seriously, but neither gloom nor
depression ever master her gaiety or smile.
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JOANNE HIRSCHBUHL
Portland, Oregon
major: early childhood education
minor: physical EDUCATIONTransferred from University of Hnii«« r-v •
Oregon '46 r.* i- ^^'^innan of Fanjeaux '48
Spanish Club '46, '47 '48 5;'"'."!? Club '46
I.R.C. '46, '47 'hairman of Rheumatic Fever
Ski Club '46, '47, '48 B
Red Cross '48
JOANNE HIRSCHBUHL
YOU MIGHT describe Joanne in the usual phrase,
as "full of life." So she is, but do not stop there.
Joanie is a healthy and happy girl, proud of her beau
tiful suede dress, but happiest wearing her cashmeres
and plaid skirts. She hails from Portland and it seems
she could be a member of the Chamber of Commerce,
from her vivacious accounts of God's country,
Oregon.
Her interests range from knitting (and that is
always) argyles, sweaters, and the like, to riding and
jumping her horse, Kris. She also likes magazine
stories, but they must definitely be of the "they lived
happily ever after" type, and by all means be illus
trated. Above all, she likes to go to Fresno on as
many of the weekends as possible.
One of Joanie's happiest gifts is the ease with which
she can make friends ivherever she is, and we always
find her unbiased and fair with everyone. Her per
sonality is direct and unsubtle. She reacts spontane
ously to any situation, and conscientiously carries out
any duty or task which is assigned to her. As house
mother of Fanjeaux, she won our respect and admir
ation. There have been times when she has made her
personality heard at Fanjeaux, but it was a pleasant
kind of hearing from her whom we love.
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JACQUELINE HOHLT
Santa Rosa, California
major: art
minor: education
Art Club Publicity Chairman '48
Art Club President '49
Social Committee '48, '49
Spanish Club '48, '49
Meadowlark Art Editor '48
firebrand Co-Art Editor '49
JACQUELINE HOHLT
JACKIE is an artist—one of the school's finest—but
she is not afflicted with the artistic temperament,
for she is easy going and compatible and one is im
mediately impressed by the look of trust in her pretty
brown eyes, and by her sincerity and interest. She is
not athletically inclined but is always willing to take
in a football game, or to spend long afternoons bak
ing in the sun.
An education major, Jackie shows a tender, real
interest in the little children under her care, and
thoroughly enjoys her practice teaching. She once
wrote and illustrated a book for young children,
which received high praise from the faculty, who
have urged her to write another. This she has
promised to do soon. As president of the art club,
she has worked hard and given generously of her
time to plan effective decorations for school dances.
In fact, all year long she has tried to make the club
a more active and vital part of the school. Jackie
loves to spend hours in San Marco working on her
latest art project. Her mural of St. Mark is worthy
of the new art building of which we are so proud.
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PATRICIA BARBARA JORDAN
Fairfax, California
major: social economics
minor: SPANISH
I.R.C. '48, '49
Sociology Club '48
Spanish Club '46, '47, '48, '49
Student Affairs Board '48
Radio Players '49
Sigma Delta Pi
PATRICIA JORDAN
PATRICIA JORDAN has the habit of running
up, smiling broadly, and with a "Hi," diving into
the conversation. We always think of her as continu
ously happy. Her high spirits brighten any gathering.
She can carry on a conversation with anyone, because
she is genuinely interested in people and loves to
talk.
Pat knows what she likes. She has definite opinions
and states them frankly, yet she does not expect
everyone to agree with her. She accepts life as it
comes.
All these traits have helped her successfully as a
member of the student affair's board and as president
of the Day Students. Her main interests, however,
center around her family, and she loves to play with
her nieces and nephews. Along with this, she likes
movies that are intelligent and have no animals in
them. For relaxation she reads Perry Mason mystery
novels, but does not care for modem literature as a
whole. Her clothes are a key to her personality: she
prefers simple, tailored things in bright, clear colors.
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JOAN LEE KALFSBECK
Arbucklc, California
major: art
minor: education
French Club '46, '47 Edgchill House Chairman '49
Art Club '48, '49
JOAN KALFSBECK
JOAN is quiet, calm, and efficient; qualities which
suit her well for her role as housemother of Edge
Hill. She is a gracious hostess and a good listener. She
has a way of taking mental stock of the things and
people around her, a faculty of observation that is of
value in her art work and of practical use too. It
helps her to draw interesting little illustrations for
her practice teaching lessons.
When Joan has any free time in the afternoons
during the week, her friends find it easy to talk her
into a quick trip downtown. At night she likes to play
bridge, which she does, incidentally, in a manner
which even Mr. Culbertson would commend. She
is so quiet that her wit often comes as a surprise. She
has a disarming way of catching people completely
off guard by telling something amusing with a per
fectly straight face and serious tone.
Although here through the week, when Friday
rolls around, you can usually be sure that Joan, m
her shiny new car, is headed home for Arbuckle.
I
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ALICE FRANCES KERCKHQFF
Covina, California
major: physical education
minor: education
Sophomore Treasurer '47
W.A.A. President '48
Red Cross Secretary '48
Red Cross Chairman '49
C.A.F.C.W. Conference Chairman '49
Spanish Club News Editor '49
Carillon Sports Editor '47, *48
W.A.A. Board '47, '48, '49
Bluebird Counselor '48
Executive Board '48
Spanish Club '46. *47, '48, '49
ALICE KERCKHOFF
"J F YOU don't believe in yourself, no one else will,"
I says Alice, and certainly people believe in her.
There is a light in her vivid brown eyes that inspires
confidence. This confidence is well-placed for she
has a generous nature which overflows in her school
spirit. With enthusiasm she takes part in everything.
Getting along with people is her forte, and she is
always cheerful, successfully hiding anything which
bothers her.
Alice claims she is a procrastinator. This may be
true, but she certainly loves to do anything energetic.
She excels in many sports and has helped the class of
'49 to many victories for four years.
As evidence of her predilections she is one of the
first Physical Education majors in the college in
several years. This last year she has been in charge of
the Red Cross Activities on campus, and she was made
chairman of the California Federation of College
Women conference which was held here in February.
But her interests are by no means confined to school
activities; if they were, she could hardly look forward
to those special weekends at her home in southern
California.
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EILEEN MARCxARET KILGANNON
Oakland, California
major: bioix>gy
minor: ENGLISH
Transferred from St. Joseph's College Science Club '48
of Nursing Spanish Club '48
EILEEN KILGANNON
Always rushing around between the Infirmary,
k.Edge Hill and Guzman, carrying many books, is
Eileen, our nurse. For, besides attending to her
studies and transporting the Garden School children
to and from their homes, she is kept busy caring for
the occupants of the Infirmary. In her spare time
Eileen studies the idiosyncracies of bugs—a phase of
bacteriology which obviously fascinates her, or, she
may be found poring over an historical novel. This
latter taste may help to explain why she knows so
much about history and why she is so active in class
discussions. One of her special characteristics is that
she always has a question at hand.
Her favorite sport is skiing, but even on a slope she
might be called upon to help an unfortunate victim
of the snow: a nurse's job is never ended. Certainly
Eileen is conscious of that fact but with patience and
perseverance she accepts it.
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BARBARA ALICE KIRBY
San Rafael, California
I.R.C. '48, '49
Sociology Club '47, '48, '49
major: economics
minor: education
The Troupers "46, '47, '48
Poetry Club '47, '48, '49
J,
BARBARA KIRBY
Barbara is delightfully "tail and straight," and
her long dark hair gives her a look of distinction.
There is something calm about her appearance, but
her blue Irish eyes are fun-loving and gay, a true key
to her happy disposition. She's always ready to join
in any exciting project.
Interested in the vital problems of today, espe
cially politics and labor, she is at any moment willing
to discuss such topics with the greatest gusto.
She is given to taking her time, so that she can be
seen dashing hither and yon, trying to make class
by that last bell; she usually makes it. She dresses in
a casual feminine fashion. Her talents include knit
ting and swimming on rainy days. Being a home
lover, she enjoys telling about her brother John,
whose antics are extremely amusing.
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CLAIRE LORRAINE LEONHARD
San Rafael, California
major: ENGLISH
minors: biology, philosophy
Transferred from College of Marin '47 Contributor to the MeadowlaTk '47, '48
CLAIRE LEONHARD
The first things we notice about Claire are
smiling green eyes and a gentle, tranquil appear
ance which bespeaks her sense of values. Her ability
to cope with anything is astonishing to us, for she is
able to understand situations from the most compli
cated idea in ethics to why such a character is intro
duced in a play. She can see through the heart of any
problem and often sums things up in a sentence or
phrase which speaks volumes.
Claire is an individualist, always changing, but
always delightful company. She is generous and
friendly and, as one faculty member expressed it,
"she gives you an at home feeling." She is interested
in her English major and her interest is far from
passive. Her room at home is stacked high with books
recommended by her teachers and she is determined
to read every one of them. Her own compositions
are well worth reading, especially her Ogden Nash
type poetry which she is likely to compose at a
moment's notice.
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ROBERTA ELLEN LONG
Fairfax, California
major: biology
minor: education
Transferred from College of Marin '47
Albertus Magmas '48, '49
Beta Beta Beta '48, '49
ROBERTA LONG
Brown eyes, light complexion and a friendly,
winning smile framed by dark-hair—that's a brief
thumbsketch of five feet five Roberta Long. She has
a casual, pleasing personality which is perhaps re
flected in her preference for sport clothes and her
philosophy that "all's well that ends well."
She came to us at the beginning of her junior year
from College of Marin, and soon made herself at
home with the other day hops. She is a firm believer
in the "live and let live" theory, and detests any
intolerance that inhibits the pursuit of this belief.
Bert's sense of humor is quiet, but rather pleasing.
The more one becomes familiar with her, the more
does her keen wit seem a part of her. She has an
obvious and somewhat charming tendency to com
pare things with the "whole world." Her friends find
this habit a source for teasing, and take advantage
of it.
One to find great diversion in diverse reading,
Bert prefers novels and fantasies to all other litera
ture. At present her favorite author is C. S. Lewis.
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MARILYN ANGELA LUCHETTI
San Francisco, California
major: chemistry
minor: ENGLISH
French Club '45
Albertus Magnus '46, '47, '48, '49
W.A.A. Tennis Manager '46
W.A.A. Vice-President '47
W.A.A. Social Chairman '48
Senior Class Treasurer '49
President of the Albertus Magnus '49
Student Body Cheer Leader '46,
•47, '48, '49
MARILYN LUCHETTI
Always cheerfully eager to do anything for the
good of school and class, that's Luke. A science
major, she never objects to a session of volleyball or
hockey after a day with test tubes and beakers.
It is natural to Marilyn to be lively, and she seems
to have unlimited energy. She is distinguished for
her skill in jigging, as well as in ballroom dancing.
For the benefit of the seniors at Benincasa, she often
indulges in a "Ballet la Luke," destroying grace with
clownish antics and always providing a laugh. Pleas
ant and merry, she has a large circle of friends. Espe
cially thoughtful and sympathetic, she likes to draw
others into philosophical discussions and deep argu
ments, and she lets each person feel that she under
stands his point of view. In conversation, her voice is
low and relaxed. As cheer leader for the class she
can expand its strength to the volume of a fire siren.
But—no one who has not heard Luke warble "Peg
O' My Heart" will ever know just what can be done
with a human voice.
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MARYJEANNE McCLENDON
San Diego, Caiifornia
major: economics
minor: biology
Transferred from U.C.L.A.
Sociology Club *48, '49
Science Club '48, '49
'47 I.R.C. *48, '49
Ski Club '48. '49
Gamma Sigma '49
MARYJEANNE McCLENDON
MARYJEANNE looks as if nothing would dis
rupt the calm and poised look in her hazel eyes,
and she has managed somehow to maintain this ap
pearance throughout her college life. Her way of
thinking is not shallow and she reads a great deal, yet
she says she does not care much for deep books; her
particular concern is with anything about current
events. She is a good mimic and she seems to be un
conscious of her own wit. Once, requesting a pot of
tea, she asked the waiter if he would mind warming
up the tea bag. She couldn't understand our laughter:
for there is, she says, more truth than humor in her
dry remarks.
She is likeable, though not in a superficial way.
Because she is deeply interested in others she has the
rare quality of being a good listener; and, rather cyn
ical of her own ideals and ambitions, she berates her
own achievements.
Her interests are varied. Horseback riding and
taking care of animals are two of her favorite pastimes
at home.
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BARBARA JOAN McGRATH
San Rafael, California
major: social economics
minor: ENGLISH
Transferred from College of Marin '47 Sociology Club '47, '48
I.R.C. '48, '49
BARBARA McGRATH
BARBARA'S appearance reflects her personality-
soft blond hair, blue eyes, and a teasing smile
which usually develops into a chuckle. She has a
talent for enjoying herself and entertains us for days
after each of her weekend excursions, telling of the
events which have befallen her. She is clever with her
hands and may be found knitting a ski sweater or
whipping up a voguish outfit at a moment's notice;
some of the pictures that she takes would put many
professional photographers to shame. Not only is
Barbara enthusiastic about her hohbies, hut she loves
also to read classical literature in her spare time.
However, she does not overly indulge in her scho
larly interests; she likes company too much for that.
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GLORIA PATRICIA McINERJVEY
Atherton, California
major: art
minor: ENGLISH
Art Club '48. '49
French Club '46, '47
Carillon Staff '47
I'roupers '46
Social Committee '48, '49
GLORIA McINERiNEY
GLORIA'S glowing happy smile makes her name
particularly well-suited to her. Notable are her
sweet tempered, happy personality and her ability
to get along well with people, and to see the bright
side of everything. She is an understanding person
and always manages to help minimize one's pro
blems. "Never say die," she tells us, or, "keep trying
a thing until you're successful."
Her sense of humor is easily aroused. She is quick
and witty in her pertinent remarks. Her taste in
reading runs to humorous books and historical
novels, and on the week-ends she can often be seen
at the race-track cheering her favorite steed on to
victory.
An art major, Gloria lives her art. Her interest is
divided between fashion design and interior decora
tion. She loves to make unusual hats and frequently
designs her own clothes. She is already planning the
home she hopes to have soon.
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ARDEEN DE VINCENZI MERRY
San Francisco, California
major: biology
minor: ENGLISH
Albertus Magnus '47,'48
Executive Board '47, '48
C.I.C. Representative '47, '48
Gamma Sigma '48
Carillon Staff '47, '48
ARDEEN De VINCENZI MERRY
SHINY black hair, lustrous eyes, a fair-skinned
oval face, always neatly and suitably dressed,
Ardeen has a way of fitting herself to any situation.
She always seems as much at home in a classroom as
she does at a dance. One never hears of her missing
a party at any time. Her work is conscientiously well-
done; her clothes are chosen with the utmost care.
She never seems to worry about anything. She has
finished her college courses in three years, supple
mented by summer sessions which never seemed to
dampen her vitality. How, we ask, does she do it? One
secret is that she always does everything when she's
supposed to. No wonder she could sit quietly and
knit while everyone else was cramming for tests!
She really enjoys football games, most of all the
big games, but at any rooting section, at school or
away, you can be sure she's cheering with enthus
iasm. That's the way she is.
She manages to read a good deal, autobiographies,
historical novels, and, incidentally, Shakespeare.
What she hates most is to have people who haven't
seen her for a long time rush up to her and say,
"How's Dick?"
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ANNA VIRGINIA MONROE
Glendora, California
major: ENGLISH
minor: philosophy
French Club '45, '46, '47 House Chairman '49
I.R.C. '48, '49 Social Committee '48, '49
Red Cross '48 Carillon St;ifF '46, '47
VIRGINIA MONROE
Gin NY is blond and all of five feet two. Her
blondness and smallness are accentuated by the
wardrobe of black, simple, semi-tailored clothes for
which she has developed a strong partiality. Her
quiet personality and demure smile seem to be a part
of this attire.
She claims that the best philosophy of life is "to
try to get the most out of everything." She is some
thing of a rebel. While she is genuinely interested in
her studies, she is ruffled at being made to do any
thing, and when a term paper or assignment really
has to be done, she finds it difficult to make the dead
line, but she almost always manages to do it.
When alone she enjoys good books of any sort,
when in good company, plays and dances please her.
She can always be counted upon to find diversions
that fit other people's humors. She enjoys people
and, being of an analytical mind, one of her great
interests is to delve into their psychologies and phil
osophies of life.
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EVELYN MARIE MONTANI
San Rafael, California
major: history
minor: education
Spanish Club '46, *47, '48, '49 I.R.C. *47, '48, '49
EVELYN MONTANI
EVELYN'S warm red hair, brown eyes and honey
colored skin are set off by the yellows and greens
she favors for her casvial clothes. For special occa
sions, however, she leans towards black. She looks
forward to these special occasions, for there is enough
of the little girl in her to love to get all dressed up.
Her favorite possession is a pair of gold evening
slippers with four and a half inch heels.
But Ev is not all party girl. For her, the study of
history is a labor of love. In fact, historical novels
head her list of preferred reading. She also has a do
mestic side, and counts among her accomplishments
cooking, sewing, and knitting. She is definite in er
likes and dislikes; among the former she lists cats and
the San Francisco Seals.
The teaching profession will welcome Evelyn next
year. Even now she takes a vital interest in her pupi s.
We know she will meet her new problem wth the
same competence and intelligence with which she
has conquered her old ones.
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MARILYN OLUFS
Fresno, California
major: social economics
minors: ENGLISH, ART
Transferred from Fresno State I.R.C. '48, '49
College '47 Sociology Club '48, '49
Spanish Club '48, *49 Art Club '48, '49
MARILYN OLUFS
Marilyn (we call her Sls) has made friends of
almost all the campus. We love her because of
her sweetness. One sees it in her gentleness and in
the soft expression of her blue eyes. Her voice, too,
is soft and low, that "excellent thing in woman.
Usually rather reticent, she has moments of deviltry
which surprise us all. Practical jokes fascinate her
and hardly a senior at Benincasa has not shrieked at
finding Sis' black tarantulas hidden between the
sheets.
Clothes are not one of her main interests, nor does
she like to discuss them. Ho^vever, her tallness and
thinness make for the wearing of clothes well. She
has the indefinable freshness that is natural to some
people.
Though she is enthusiastic about many sports,
swimming is her favorite, and in the September
swimming meet she saved the 49ers name almost
singlehandedly. i j
She possesses a rather subtle intelligence balanced
by a sporadic humor which, when it comes, is un
controllable for herself and others. In serious moods
she loves azure skies and dark, star-filled nights.
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GRACE STUART POPE
San Francisco, California
major: economics
mfnor: dramatics
Class President '46, *47
Class Representative '48
Student Body President '49
Executive Board '48, '49
Student Affairs Board '49
Radio Players '48, '49
Spanish Club '46, '47, '48, '49
I.R.C. '46. '47. '48, 40
The Troupers '46, '47, '48, '40
Gamma Sigma '48, '49
Firebrand Staff '46
Carillon Staff '47
C.I.C. '48, '49
GRACE POPE
AS PRESIDENT of the student body, Grace has
. commanded the admiration and love of every
girl in the college. Her power lies in quiet assurance,
executive ability, and a practice of never asking any
thing of the student body which she is not willing to
do herself.
Thinking back over the years, we remember how
she thrilled us by her reading of the Scripture in the
Mysteries of the Rosary, and how she has made us
laugh and cry in the college plays over the radio.
Her sparkling blue eyes framed by smart gold and
black glasses, and the soft, light, naturally curly hair
are a familiar sight around the campus, for although
she studies well she also likes to enjoy herself. When
she hears about a humorous situation she reacts with
a wide smile and a low infectious chuckle. After
breakfast she loves to settle in an easy-chair in Fan-
jeaux with the morning paper and at various other
times during the day we find her in Benincasa knit
ting or playing Russian Bank. At night she often
recruits a few of her friends to go to a movie with
her, and they're off for an evening of relaxation. A
frequent visitor to the San Francisco Opera House,
she has developed a fine taste for good music.
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KEALA JUNE RENTON
Honolulu. Hawaii
major: early childhhood education
minor: dramatics
The Troupers '46, '47, *48 French Club '46, '47, '48, '49
Poetry Club '49
Radio Players '48, '49
Madrigal '46, '47, '48, '49
JUNE RENTON
AS PRESIDENT of the schola, June is famous for
her husky, contralto voice, perfect pitch and
deep absorption in whatever she may be singing.
Music and the Garden School are a constant interest
to her; if she is not singing excerpts from Dr. Silva's
Mysteries of the Rosary, she is excitedly telling her
friends about educational psychology and her small
pupils. June reads constantly and has a giwing
library of classic prose and poetry, but she is by no
means studious. She enjoys anything that happens to
come along, and furnishes no end of enjoyment for
other people. She is a good actress and can imitate
with delicious satire. Anybody who has seen her take
off "Breakfast at Fanjeaux" should be warned
thereby.
"If you don't like anything, don't look at it and it
will go away," June holds, but she does not really
avoid difficult situations.
She has a good appreciation for beautiful clothes,
and wears little jewelry. She s not particularly good
at sports but loves to swim, having become skilled
in this art in her home in the Hawaiian Islands.
AiRrof?fi>
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MARIE LILLIAN ROVERE
San Francisco, California
major: chemistry
minor: history
Albertus Magnus '48, '49
President of Albertus Magnus '48
French Club '46
W.A.A. Board '46, '47, '48, '49
Treasurer of W.A.A. '49
Vice-president of W.A.A. '48
I.RC. '48, '49
MARIE ROVERE
Marie is a worthy member of the class of '49.
She has a fine spirit of cooperation, which she
has offered to her class and which has greatly added
to its success in its many activities. She has excelled in
every sport in which she has participated.
Her appearance is always very casual. She likes to
wear long-sleeved cashmeres and straight-lined skirts.
This attire compliments her athletic figure and gives
her the typical American college girl look.
Bridge is her favorite pastime. It goes without
saying that she plays well because one of her charac
teristics is to do everything she does well. She likes
to read, particularly Russian novels. You will always
find her well prepared for any discussion, always
adhering strongly to her opinions. Her philosophy
is "Yesterday is gone, today is here, tomorrow may
never come, so live for today.
People say that they find Marie hard to know, but
that her friendship, once attained, is well worth the
effort. Those who have attained it know that she is
a true and lasting friend.
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ANN SHEEDY
Alpine, San Diego County, California
major: art
minor: education
Transferred from Pine Manor Junior
College, Mass., '46
Spanish Club '46
Carillon Staff '47, '48
Tennis Chairman, W.A.A. '47, '48
Art Club '48, '49
Ski Club '48
Bridge Club '47, '48. *49
Fellowship in Art '49
ANN SHEEDY
Ann is an artist. One sees or hears her often at San
Marco, wearing a color-splashed smock as she
works out her problems or chats with her contem
poraries. She is said to be a master weaver; not only
does she create her own material, but she designs and
makes various ensembles from it. Perhaps some day
she will be a second Dorothy Liebes. She loves good
music, too, and finds time for operas and symphonies
as well as week-end parties.
Ann is self sufficient, but she takes pleasure in try
ing to please; one of her most lovable traits is that she
enjoys doing unexpected courtesies for close frien s
and casual acquaintances. Among her talents is er
appreciation for other people's gifts; she is forever
praising the artistic ability of the freshman art c ass
she instructs as Mrs. O'Hanlon s assistant.
vitally interested in the first graders of the Red Hil
School in San Anselmo where she is a cadet teac er.
Rarely does she go to a class without taking some
bright surprise to promote the interest o
scholars.
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BARBARA ANNE SIMS
Brawley, Calilornia
major: history
minor; education
Spanish Club '46, '47, '48, '49 Ski Club '48
I.R.C. '47, '48
BARBARA SIMS
ONE can't call her anything but "Bones," for
this high school name has stuck to her through
out her four years in college. Looking at her, it is
easy to see why the name was given to her, for she is
what we all consider the model type, tall and slender,
and therefore, she can wear clothes fatal to the rest
of us. In speaking of Bones' appearance we cannot
forget the bangs she once wore. Sister Catherine
Marie and all the art students are happy that they no
longer spoil the perfect Botticelli face.
Characteristic of "Bones" is her quick, hysterical,
sometimes sarcastic sense of humor, and the accom
panying contortions can set anyone into gales of
laughter, even on "Blue Mondays. She is able to
make anything she is doing seem more important
than anything else, and she is always ready to do any
thing that sounds like fun. She believes that planning
things, or worrying about them is futile, yet, actually
she has a hard time to follow these convictions. Her
ambitions for the future are high, and so are her
present achievements. Her favorite sport and hobby
is flying, and her greatest ambition is to work for
International Business Machines.
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FRANCES JOAN SMITH
Spokane, Washington
major; early childhood education
minor: music
Music Club '45, '46, *47, '48
French Club '45, '46
Madrigjal '46, '47, '48
Secretary Student Affairs Board '48, '49
Bridge Chairman '48, '49
FRANCES SMITH
«-[pHE HEART of the inland empire in the great
I northwest," to quote "Fran," is Spokane, Wash
ington, and from there she comes. She is one of the
most delightful persons to know, for she likes to make
people laugh and she has an easy informality. When
she is introduced to anyone she makes a point of being
called "Fran" or Frannie-anything but Frances. If
you are looking for someone with whom to go to the
movies, she will be only too glad to cooperate, after
due consideration, by weighing the advantages
against the disadvantages. Rarely do the latter out
weigh the former!
She spends most of her time playing the piano,
much to the enjoyment of her classmates. She loves
all music, whether classical or popular, with the
exception of cowboy tunes or anything pertaining
to cowboys. She has a lovely singing voice, and for
tunately for the college she has been in choral groups
during the past four years. She often has successfully
combined her singing ability with her dramatics, as
was seen in her spirited role as one of the members
of the Salvation Army quartet in the senior Class
Day play.
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ALICE THERESE TOBIN
Vancouver, Washington
major: music
minor: ENGLISH
Music Club Publicity Agent '46, "47, Carillon Staff '47, '48
'48, '49 Red Cross '48
Spanish Club '46, '47, '48, '49
ALICE TOBIN
LICE is not limited in her interests. She enjoys
\ study, is passionately devoted to music, always
ready to go on a hike and always ready for a laugh.
She can be quite impish and yet disguise a wicked
mood behind a mask of childlike innocence.
Her minor, English, is running a close race to be
coming her favorite subject. Her gieat love is
literature, and Shakespeare is her ideal author.
This year she has quite a new interest the girl
behind the girl at the mike." She has become indis
pensable to the radio class, since she alone handles
all the musical background.
She enjoys detail in everything, right down to her
clever puns. She likes to tell stories, and her dry,
witty remarks give her conversation a sparkle that
makes her excellent company. She is versatile in her
choice of clothes, but her new passion for red belies
the quiet poise and gracious manner that has made
her notable. Her lovely bearing is such as one would
expect from a girl with military background an
convent training.
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CLAIRE PATRICE WARNER
San Diego, California
major: art
minor: economics
Art Club '47, '48, '49
Secretary-Treasurer of the Art Club
'47, '48
Social Committee '47, '48
Social Chairman '49
French Club '46, '47
C.I.C. '48, '49
Executive Council '48,
Riding Club '46, '47
Red Cross '48
'49
PATRICE WARNER
PATTI comes from San Diego. She has a soothing
voice among many other attractions; a little taller
than average, she carries herself beantifully, has a
varied wardrobe, and dresses with care. She never
likes concealment of any kind, and she says that her
philosophy of life is "Don't Plan,'-perhaps to save
herself disappointment; certainly it doesn t re er to
the way she makes use of her time. She studies well
and she has carefully thought out preparations for
our social activities. She's our social chairman, an
has worked well with the girls and with the acu ty.
She has strong school spirit and is an intereste
spectator of basketball and football. Her own avor
ite sport is horse-back riding.
A successful art major, she has an unusua sen
of color and design. She enjoys music too, especially
romantic compositions such as Claire e „
she often plays with expression at Benincasa
the dinner hour.
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GENEVIEVE ALVIRA WILLSON
San Jose, California
major: art
minor; SPANISH
Transferred from San Benito Junior
College '47
Art Club '47, '48, '49
Spanish Club '47, '48, '49
W.A.A. '48, '49
Firebrand Co-Art Editor '49
Gamma Sigma '49
GENEVIEVE WILLSON
GENEVIEVE'S ancestors came to California with
one of the first Mexican armies, a fact of which
she is proud. From them she has inherited a strong
appreciation of that country's traditions, culture,
art, and language, along with a deep love of horses
and rodeos. She is an excellent rider and even knows
how to lasso, for though small in stature, she s as
strong as the riata she uses to rope her cattle.
She doesn't have much time in San Rafael to think
about the wide open ranges which she misses, because
she's almost entirely engulfed in her art. In this field
she is extremely versatile. Aside from a general talent
in painting she does leather and silver work, and
makes pots that seem to us creations. Some of the
animals she loves delighted us last year in her Fire
brand woodblocks of Brother Deer, Brother Quai
and Brother Skunk.
An entirely different phase of her life was Gene-
vieve's Navy career. She is the only ex-Wave in t e
class and has many tales to tell to her awed listeners,
interrupting them now and then with a ow in ec
tious chuckle characteristic of her.
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MARGARJET MARY WISEMAN
San Mateo, California
major: early childhood education
minors: ENGLISH, HISTORY
Spanish Club
I.R.C.
Feature Editor of the Carillon '46, '47
Editor of the Firebrand *48
Meadowlark Staff *45
Student Affairs Board '46, '49
Class Treasurer *47, *48
Firebrand Staff '49
Red Cross *46
MARGARET WISEMAN
WHETHER talking, shouting, or writing, Marg
is always entertaining, but the strange part is
she doesn't know it. Her sense of humor is present,
whether it be final time or a dull day. At night when
she gets her second wind, there is not a soul in Benin-
casa who is unaware of her views on a wide range of
subjects.
That her charm appeals to young and old alike, is
evident from her numerous friends and from the
love she receives from the children whom she meets
in her practice teaching. Marg is a sincere friend in
need, for there is no one so willing as she to abandon
study or play in order to help a desperate friend.
When she has a job thrust upon her shoulders, she
does it well, as was shown by her fine work as editor
of the 1948 Firebrand. An eager advocate of the
Carillon, she worked both night and day to make its
first year a success.
She takes her studies seriously, that is, at the last
minute, when you can always find her cramming,
but she always comes out on top. Among her speci
talents we must not overlook her ability to te stones
and to play with great determination the one and
only piano concerto she knows.
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SONJA OLGA YAKSITCH
Arvin, California
major: early childhood education
minor: SPANISH
Traruferred from Bakersfield Junior Vice-President of the Spanish Club
Co lege -46 -48, -49 ^
Spanish Club '46, '47, '48. '49 Troupers '47
rillotCari n Staff '47
SONJA YAKSITCH
QONJA is a living picture of grace and poise. She
is slim and attractive and has long, rich looking
dark hair that falls naturally into soft waves or can
be tucked neatly into a smooth, dramatic pageboy.
She is easily one of the top contenders for the position
of the best dressed Dominican senior; her taste is
equally praiseworthy in formal and in casual clothes.
She is usually in good spirits but most content when
she can curl up with a new magazine.
Sonja is pleasant, understanding and sympathetic
and a great delight to the pupils at the school where
she is a cadet teacher. The children love the many
games and dances she has taught them. We have also
enjoyed this talent which she has shown at Class Day
programs and Spanish club entertainments.
Saturdays are much appreciated by Sonja because
then she can take her own leisurely time getting up
in the mornings; she has a strong dislike for alarm
clocks.
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JUNIORS
UNIORS! Three years of college completed; three
years of friendships to last us all our lives. Friends
of the same spirit, who have the same ideals and who
aspire to attain the same heights of self-development.
We Juniors have spent part of the best years of our
lives being a part of Dominican. Our college has
meant much more to us than our daily treks to Guz
man, our talks in the grove, our ups and downs in
each day of living in the heart of our college; it has
meant the love that has grown with us for three years
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—for our teachers, the other classes and for one
another.
A medley of experiences has brought us closer to
one another; Class Day with all the dolls in Toyland
working together and our playing volleyball so as
to enable us to win first place; our Honor Students-
Barbara Ruggles, Lois Scampini, Marjorie Hansen,
Shirlee di Napoli, Rosario von Warton-being ad
mitted into Gamma Sigma Society; our first class
poets carrying off honors—Shelagh Scoville, Rene
Brooks, Marguerite O'Reilly and Marjorie Hansen;
the fabulous "snow-bound ski-trip which found
eleven of us stranded on top of Donner Summit, Pat
Franks laboriously gathering each student s dues or
the school year; Terry McAuliffe working energetic
ally and successfully as W.A.A. president, the C. . •
C.W. conference and the W.A.A. show giving evi
dence of her success. All these memories we have an
more—our future "wives-to-be Barbara Rugg es an
Donna Breschini, and our nurse Jane Mc '
the fun we have had with the darling Chinese g
who have become a part of us; the many loya nes o
such far-distant places as Hawaii, Portlan , resno
and Los Altos; the old cry of "Argyles" and the school
dances—the suspense, worry and excitement prece
ing and the deep, dark, discussions afterwar , an
to end a happy year—Our Junior Prom!
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On the other hand, there are many exciting things
to look forward to as we pass into our senior year; our
rings, pictures, comprehensives, concerts, another
year as a part of Dominican, and finally—Graduation!
All these things help to make our college life, yet
the essence of it lies in that which we find by expe
rience is worthwhile—the principles we must live up
to, to show other people and ourselves that we have
gotten the most out of our academic and social life.
Alice Irvine '50
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5PES AMCORA VlTAt £ST
SOPHOMORES
SEPTEMBER! We were sixty in number on the
day we and our suitcases moved into Fanjeaux and
Edge Hill. Our green and gold class shields, taken
from the bedroom doors of Meadowlands in May, ap
peared again, scotch-taped in Fanjeaux by Nancy
Walsworth, Margaret Arntz and Alice Carleton, Pat
O'Neill and Sue Whalen, and Susanne Gerhardt,
Terry Cavanaugh and Gloria Pellas.
O my! remember Class Day? Flawless and Bluman,
two singing politicians, were with us at the
"Reds" in the audience, Mary Margaret s aria, an
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Lorraine Vistica under her white hat highlighted
the sophomore part of the evening. Three cheers
for the rooters' caps and the card tricks! Another
three cheers for Evelyn Chilvers, who directed our
skit!
Part of the class of '51 left us before we became
sophomores, but we haven't forgotten them, espe
cially two classmates who live nearby—Sisters Patrice
and Petronilla, O. P.
Home for Christmas! How wonderful that
sounded before finals; how wonderful it was just
after them. The night before vacation began we saw
the St. George play for the second time, and found
that Santa Glaus' "bowlful of jelly" had slipped con
siderably since last year. We loved Christmas carol
ling through the campus, going to Benincasa and
through Santa Sabina again. Later that night we
discovered generous blobs of wax on our mittens and
shoes; after two years, we still hadn't learned the art
of holding a lighted candle.
Octarchy best describes the government of the
sophomore class, even though there are actually just
seven class officials. But we don't forget that Joan
Toohig is student body secretary, saving time by put
ting minutes into a notebook. President Dot Raines,
Vice-President Janice Rowe, Secretary Joan King,
reasurer Nancy Walsworth and Class Representa-
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tive Ysabcl Schoning govern class meetings, while
Barbara Rotenkober and Cecile Paynter lead sopho
more songs and yells.
Mildred Mc Murdo proved this year that the third
time isn't the charm, so far as concerns the success of
the Carillon. The sophomore publication is three
years old no^v; shall we try for four? The Carillon
staff helped support the paper by sponsoring motion
pictures and the "Press Prance this year.
Our weekends have been busy ones with activities
at Soda Springs, home, and Bolinas, to say nothing
of that Friday evening spent at the November sopho
more dance in San Francisco. Some of us spent two
memorable Sunday afternoons in Angelico a
singing The Hound of Heaven and The Mysteries of
the Rosary. _ , ,,
i?ound and square yarn bobbins, knitting nee
and argyle sock directions have not
among the class of '51. Lorene Salmina an ois
Wolfe tried patterns of bright colored chec er
squares and chevrons on their socks, instea o
ever-popular diamond shaped argyles.
Tver so often we think how repi esentative o
class is, and how nice it is to have Frances trac w
from Germany, Maria Victoria Zobe rom
Philippines, Marta Gonzales-Pinto from
Lillian Wang from China, and Virginia Markham
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from Hawaii to compare customs of their countries
with ours.
Sophomores, that's us! Robin Quigley, member of
the Station Wagon Set, driving down Grand Avenue
after classes with Rosemary Behm and Leonor Sweet;
the smoke room at Fanjeaux, where we add to the
blue-greyness of the air and "pass" many an hour;
indeed we are a class that has met the halfway mark
of college life and has a report card boasting a three-
point average in spirit.
Dolores Sagues '51.
)
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CARITA5 0MN1A 5UFFERT
FRESHMEN
''r-ING, O MUSE." of that class, so illustrious, which
■  1^ came to college from widely separated shores,
many were the personalities they met and the tvisdom
their minds encountered, and the woes they suffere
and the delights they enjoyed, striving to win their
position in a new society. "Of these things, O Muse,
whencesoever thou hast heard thereof, declare unto
us."
It was the first day of September and as summer
slowly faded into autumn, ninety-six of
made the transition from high school to co ege.
Ill
that first day as we stood on the threshold of Meadow-
lands, our hearts were full of many thoughts. Within
we saw friendliness and warmth: the bright spirit of
the green room, the white room in its Victorian pro
priety, and the chapel clothed in serene dignity.
Without we saw the fragrant magnolias, the stalwart
fir, feathery palms and slim eucalyptus which framed
the view of Mount Tamalpais.
There we gazed. But when we had gazed and won
dered, we passed within, and thus our college life
had begun.
We had come from many places, Hungary, Central
America, the Hawaiian Islands, Maryland, Utah,
Wyoming, Colorado, Oregon, Arizona, Minnesota,
Washington, and California. All with different per
sonalities, different talents and different interests but
all with one aim—a Catholic education. On this com
mon ground we merged our talents, our interests and
our personalities to form one composite unit—the
Freshman class.
Now as we realize that our initial college year in
San Rafael is coming to a close, we recall the things
that connote to us our life as Freshmen. They were
simple things: coming home to a friendly fire after
library study; the casual greeting of an upperclass-
man; homesickness of first night; popcorn, sand
wiches and bridge before the smoldering ember of
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the fire; the grove; The Arts 1949; our first class
achievement—winning the swimming meet; Shield
Day and the sense of belonging it imparted; the strain
and tension of exams, followed by blue slips and par
ental wrath; walking to Mass in the solitude of early
morning; meticulous appearance at first cap and
gown assembly; slippered feet breaking the silence
of quiet hours; bedroom banquets and daring after-
hour escapades; the campus in the spring; happy
smiles before a holiday; preparations for the summer
vacation and the trip home.
These are some of the incidents which have made
our Freshman year. As we leave Meadowlands, we
leave behind us treasured memories, some of which
will live again next year, and others which will re
main but memories. Now as we proceed, we feel more
secure, and more confident than we did on that first
day of September. We have advanced scholastically,
socially, and spiritually and moreover, we have
proved to ourselves and to the rest of the student
body that we can and will assume the responsibilities
of college life. Mary Lou Nachbaur '52
THE FIREBRAND SKETCHES
ONE OF THE more momentous trials in our sen
ior year of comprehensives and other pre
requisites to graduation comes when the Firebrand
sketches must be written. The first complaint is
usually that we don't know our "character" well
enough or she's one of our best friends with a conse
quent lack of objectivity on our part. Secretly, how
ever, we are more concerned about the person ̂ vriting
our own . . . will she capture the real "me"? That is,
we hope our virtues and good points are outstanding
to the lucky one who writes our sketch.
The most obvious pitfall of character sketching is
to separate the printable from the non-printable.
How that girl likes to eat! True, but if she should
achieve a matronly figure at forty will she care to
have such a comment ascribed to her for life? And
while her favorite expression may not be exactly un
printable, she might not care to be memorialized
with such an epithet, when she imagines her children
chuckling patronizingly over Mother's archaic slang.
The next dilemma besets us in the famous ques
tion, "sense of humor." If we can find nothing else to
say about our character, we can always say she has a
good sense of humor. As long as we're filling up space
we might as well add that she has the usual number
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of eyes, ears, legs and arms. Another variation of the
sense of humor line is that "although she is very se
rious outwardly her friends can testify to a keen sense
of humor at the most unexpected times." This leaves
the uninitiated wondering if the person is somewhat
of a sadist, gaily laughing at comprehensives, finals,
term papers, and other major tragedies. Again, one
must usually qualify sense of humor with some kind
of adjective. Dull, poor, and no, are rejected ipso
facto. That leaves good, dry, witty, spicy, boisterous,
kindly, subtle, keen and appreciative. Ghosts of
cliches! We seriously submit a proposal that we can
be sketched as having any kind of sense of humor if
we have laughed at least once a year since our fresh
man year. It's either that or raise a fund to provide
the Firebrand editor with a thesaurus.
Next there is the age-old problem of squaring the
truthful to the tactful in the question of personality.
Few of us have the quality of charming everyone we
meet, and yet to read some of the original sketches
one would get the idea that the senior class was pop
ulated by gay, carefree and altogether lovable girls
who, although hampered by certain restrictions of
scholastic life, always manage never to let study dull
their vivacity. Then there is almost a religious taboo
against the mention of study. A slight concession is
made on this point for deluded parents who have
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thought the bills they had paid for four years were a
contribution to the advancement of higher learning.
Lest, however, some male acquaintance should read
our sketch, we point out that our character certainly
would never let study interfere with the more im
portant aspects of college life. It is also comforting
to the ego to know that one is so learned naturally
without even having to expend the energy to sign a
book out of the library.
Finally, having set forth the impression that our
character studies little, (but is a good student!), we
tnust tell how she occupies her time. Since she is
somewhat of an individual, she has rather unusual
hobbies. She likes to dance, play bridge, and drink
coffee. The only difficulty we encounter is that the
majority of the senior class also engages in such intri
cate and unusual activities. So to show how really in
dividual our character is we must certainly emphasize
the fact that she also knits. Argyles, of course.
At the end of our chewed pencil and trailing
thoughts, we enshrine our character in a memorial
izing epithet, that she will always be remembered for
her habit of putting on her left shoe first, while
hoping quietly someone has found a more lofty re
membrance for us.
K. G. '49
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CLASS DAY
Excitement, secrecy, and competition—the
spirit of Class Day. Colored streamers fly from
windows, the grove is gaily decorated, campus cars
are trimmed and Class Day is on.
For weeks in advance each class is preparing, not
only for victory, but for a highlight of fun. There
is the game to practice for, the rooting section to plan,
and the class play to write and rehearse. Pianos bang
and familiar tunes are heard about the campus. No
one tries to discover another class's activity, but
occasionally a junior walks into a senior prop or hears
a song, and a merry chase is on. By piecing one clue
with another, she wisely "knows" the idea behind
another class play.
Class Day, at its institution, was meant to be held
only once in four years. But the unwritten law was
changed when, after a successful Day in the spring
of *48, we decided to hold it once again in the fall.
The earlier basketball game gave way to volleyball,
and class skits changed from The Forty-Niners to
Inside San Francisco, A Family Album to Toyland,
Agamemnon to Scratch Card, and the new freshman
class presented a satire on the D. C. faculty. Points
were tallied for rooting sections, game winners,
costuming, staging, and production of plays. Who
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won? Perhaps I remember when we did and you re
member when your class did, but what does it matter?
It was a day during which we exercised our own tal
ents and ingenuity. Twenty years from now we'll
forget the competition and remember only the fun,
the sport and the laughs of Class Day. K. F. '49.
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CLASS SHIELDS
ONE OF THE distinctive features of our college
life is the importance attached to the class
shield. Presented to the freshmen, its symbolism pro
vides the motive for their college career. At gradua
tion, each class leaves its shield in the form of a staine
glass window in the Meadowlands Assembly.
The Class of *49 has for its shield motto,
our Light." There is but one charge upon the field
of blue, the sun,—-radiant gold,—shinirig fort om
the dexter side of the shield. The radiant mn sym
bolizes the Son of God pouring His light ^ ^
unclouded blue of Heaven upon His chi r^ to
enlighten their minds, to lead them from the dark
ness of error and doubt to the light of faith, to cau
to grow in their souls hope in his mercy, ̂  °
warm their hearts in his love. Keeping ever e
their minds this unfailing light, the Senior c ass
to walk courageously and securely in the way o
and light eteimal. j
The Junior shield bears the motto. Fax
Loyalty." Since this class will graduate ^ '
year that marks the centennial of the
the Dominican Congregation of the o Y
Jesus in California, the shield endears to the hear so
the Class of '50 the sacred traditions of our own dis-
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tinctive Dominican family. It bears the armorial
charges of the ancestral and illustrious families of St.
Dominic Guzman and the Cross of his own Order.
The field is parted per saltire—thdit is, it is di
vided by diagonal lines into four sections, gold and
red counterchanged. At the base is emblazoned the
Cross of Calatrava,—red and silver,—from the coat of
arms of St. Dominic's mother. Blessed Jane of Aza.
On the dexter and sinister sides are emblazoned two
cauldrons,— red and gold,—handles, and five
eels, green, issuing at the junction. These cauldrons
are taken from the coat of arms of St. Dominic's
father, Felix Guzman, a descendant of one of the
oldest noble families of Spain. The caiddrons, or
cooking pots, signified that the nobleman who had
the right to levy and lead troops had the wherewithal
to provide for them. In the chief part of the shield, the
cross flory, black and white counterchanged, which is
the cross of St. Dominic's own Order, claims the place
of honor on the shield. This cross has come down to us
through the centuries as part of the Dominican insig
nia and is used on the traditional escutcheons of the
Order. This illustrious heritage should stimulate the
hearts of the Juniors to a strong faith in God, for
amongst these noble families are found saints whose
faith and loyalty led them on to deeds of valor as
well as heroic virtue.
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The Sophomore shield has for its motto, "Hope
is the anchor of my life." The anchor is a symbol of
hope. It is always shown so that it forms a cross, the
symbol of our hope in Jesus Christ. It is one of the
oldest symbols of our Savior, originating in the days
of the catacombs. It is found on the earliest burial
monuments. The imagery is borrowed from Holy
Scripture, "Which hope we have as an anchor of the
soul, both sure and steadfast." (Hebrews, VI, 19).
On a field of green there is emblazoned the An
chor of Hope in gold. The object of Hope is God
alone and our possession of Him in eternal beatitude.
This we may expect from the goodness of God, if
we make use of the means that God gives us through
out our lives. We hope for the grace of God, strength
in our conflicts, light to guide us, perseverance to the
end. We may even hope for benefits of a temporal
character if we seek them in reliance upon God's
promises, for the purpose of advancing His glory and
our own salvation.
In the chief, gold, is a dove bearing an olive
branch, proper. This charge is an emblem of Peace.
This peace is given to those who live in Hope, for by
keeping Hope ever alive in our hearts, we become
capable of life-long endurance in the face of trial,
heroic effort in the practice of Christian virtue, re
nunciation of all things that turn us from God, and
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peace of heart and mind in all our contacts with our
fellow-men.
May the meaning of this Shield and its motto be
come engraven upon the heart of each member of
the Class of '51, that they may carry forth into the
world, when they leave Dominican College, a strong
Hope and a radiant Peace. u• ij c
Last fall the Class of '52 was presented a shield ot
purple and gold, bearing the motto, "Love sufferet
all things." , .
On a field of purple, which, among other
symbolizes Sacrifice, is a chevron of gold, c
with seven cloven flames of fire, one of the tra
tional symbols of the Holy Ghost. The significance
simple and easily understood. It indicates t
scent of the Holy Ghost upon the Apostles.
The symbolism was chosen in order that the re -
men might realize more fully during
Dominican the work of the Holy Spirit m t eir
and the necessity of cooperating in the^c^
of their sanctification through Love an
Love and Sacrifice are synonymous, t. a"
us: "Love is long-suffering; is kind; love envie
boasts not of itself; is not arrogant; is not '
not self-seeking; is not provoked to anger, a
account of evil treatment; rejoices not over
ness; but rejoices with the truth. Love ^
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thing; believes everything; hopes everything; en
dures everything. Love never fails." Here we have
proof that Love and Sacrifice are one.
The redemption of the world was accomplished by
the Sacrifice of Christ Himself on Calvary. It remains
for each one of us 7ioiv to cooperate in the work of our
redemption. Daily Mass brings us into direct touch
with the Sacrifice of Calvary; our participation con
tinues throughout the day by faithful acceptance of
whatever sacrifices God may send us for our sancti-
fication. But it is through love alone that the true
Christian bears these crosses in union with the suffer
ings of Christ.
Their shield and the remembrance of it in years
to come will always bring to the Class of '52 added
inspiration to be faithful to their Christian life, and
renewed strength to meet every sacrifice with love
nnto the end.
Since the class shield as well as the shield of the
Dominican order are engraved upon the class rings,
every graduate will constantly be reminded through
the years of the heritage which is hers by reason of a
Dominican education.
P. F. '50.
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SAINT CATHERINE OF SIENA
The word love is almost synonymous with the
name of Saint Catherine. She was so full of love
for Christ that her whole life was bent toward the
salvation of souls. Anything that Catherine could do
in His name she did with energy and with joy.
This woman of God so loved Christ that for months
she did not need physical nourishment, but lived on
the spiritual food of Christ's body in the Holy Eu
charist. One time when Catherine had gone to Mass,
two priests at two different Masses had refused to give
her Communion, for it seemed at times when St.
Catherine received the Host she would be so over
come with her love for Christ and the humility which
she felt towards Him, that she would fall into great
weeping, often ending in an ecstasy. Now of course
this was most disturbing to the other members m
the Church, and so the priest thought it better t at
Catherine should not receive Communion too e
quently. But on this particular day Catherine fe t
terribly rejected for she yearned to become one with
Christ through Holy Communion. She prayed to
God that she might receive the Host and Catherine
did; for the Eucharist in flames came to her. When
Catherine received this Host she said it was like a
hot coal; she felt as if the love of Christ would con-
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sume her. Those around her said that for three days
she had the most wondrous sweet smell about her
person.
To us this story brings a feeling of shame, for daily
we have the means to become united with Him, and
yet daily empty churches yawn at the feet of the priest
as he offers the sacrifice of the Mass.
Saint Catherine loved the poor and the sick; in
every being she saw Christ. When all of her own
possessions were given away, she turned elsewhere
for supplies. Catherine's father being a well-off dyer
told her that she might give house supplies to needy
people. She was willing to give away everything, but
the others in the house locked up their goods that she
might not distribute them. Then God came to her
help. A story is told that for almost a year a wine keg
from which Catherine and her mother ivould dra^v
wine to give a^vay stayed full, and all who tasted the
wine said it was the best they had ever drunk.
No one had too repulsive a disease for Catherine
to nurse. Often the sick persons themselves would
rebuke her, calling her all kinds of slanderous names,
but Catherine never wavered in her care for them.
She would nurse the sick always speaking to them
gently of Christ, and His love for them, until she
finally won them to the warmth of Christ s love.
Catherine could hardly bear the thought of even
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one soul going to hell. She used to often wish that she
could lay her body across the great abyss of hell that
no soul could enter in.
When her father was dying she prayed to God that
he might go straight to heaven without suffering the
pains of Purgatory. She told God that she would be
willing in turn to suffer pain as long as she lived. Just
before her father died Catherine received an acute
pain in her side which she had till her death. At the
passing of her father's soul the others in the room all
started to moan and sob, but Catherine was joyful,
for she knew that his soul had gone straight to heaven.
There were many who thought that she was be
witched or possessed by the devil and there were even
those who said scandalous things about her way of
life. Often these people came to see her, to question
her and to poke fun at her. Catherine was always
honest, answering them in frank and simple words.
Most of these abusive people used to leave Catherine
and go straight to a priest confessing their sins and
begging forgiveness.
All through her life Catherine deprived herself
of all worldly comforts and even rejoiced when her
family became poverty stricken, for now they could
become more like Christ. She flayed herself and al
ways wore a hair shirt or a metal coat. To Catherine
sleep was a privation of precious time which could
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be spent in praying or working for Christ. She only
slept a half hour out of forty-eight and then on a
board with a log for a pillow. Christ so loved Cath
erine that he gave her the stigmata.
At times some of Catherine's actions and sacrifices
sound super-human; however, she was completely
human and completely a woman. More than others,
Catherine was tempted by the devil, but she fought
off this demon and his play with prayer and with
Christ's name. Yes, she was exceptional, even for a
saint, but only in that she realized her love for Christ
and His love for her. Catherine gave her all to Him,
every minute of her life was a manifestation of her
love, and Christ in turn made Saint Catherine^ o
Siena His bride for eternity. ^
PLEA FOR ONENESS
Open the door, let me in
The courtyard of thy beings inn.
Reveal to me the hidden way.
So I may rest there every day.
Lover, give to me the key.
That I may pass thine own heart s sea.
Bind me with thine own arm's wings,
Let me know thy secret things.
Marjorie Hansen 50.
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BENINCASA
'^E NEVER thought it possible for a resident
hall at college to be so homelike. Our ideas have
changed. For this home makes us forget that there is
an academic building only a short distance away and
that we have Shakespeare, calculus, chemistry or
Chaucer to prepare for the morrow. It is necessary
to remind ourselves that we have grade points to
keep up and "cuts" to keep down.
Benincasa is not only the home of the fourteen
who live there but also of the rest of the Senior class.
After breakfast, the living room is relatively quiet,
for still-sleepy eyes are trying to read the morning
paper. The after-lunch cigarette and perhaps a few
bridge games also take place in the living room, but
it is following dinner that the place bustles with the
chatter of forty-five girls, ceasing only for a class meet
ing, or a particularly serious bridge game. And there
is always someone present who can entertain the
group with the piano.
Little by little, the crowd disappears and the living
room is quiet, for study time has begun. The English
majors often hold seminars around the fireplace, and
usually a practice teacher will be sitting at the piano
and with soft pedal trying to learn a tune for her
children. Others stay in their rooms, translating
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Latin or Spanish, memorizing formulas and what
ever else is necessary for tomorrow's 8:25 class. And
then the announcement is made that there is coffee
in the pantry,—books are abruptly closed and party
time is resumed, with the coffee and ever-present
graham crackers.
The rooms are not acknowledged according to a
number, but by their color. There is the Pink room
which is the neatest, the Rose room with the tapestry
wall paper, the White room with the honor of having
the Student Body Shield, the Third Floor room that
has recently been redecorated, and the Gold room,
whose inmates believe that life begins at 10:30 p.m.
and are ready at any time to prove it.
In Benincasa there is a spirit of one for all, and we
are all appreciative of the fact, that never again (un
less as fourteen old maids we meet forty years hence
in an actual Old Ladies' Home) will we have the
joy of so many true friends living, playing, and
ing together. Margaret Wiseman
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DOMINICAN SNAPSHOTS
AS I LIE amidst the death-like stillness of the in-
II firmary on a hospital cot which I believe to be
my death-bed, all the events of my life pass quickly
before me. I had come to college with high ambi
tions and ideals that were soon hidden in the whirl of
mid-terms and short quizzes. Words such as "Confer
ence" and "blue book" which had been hitherto
meaningless to my untrained mind became momen
tous stumbling blocks on my road to success. I was
led astray by Friday night movies. Green Room "get-
togethers," and Carillon dances. My greatest setback,
however, was that irresistible haven of hot chocolate
and donuts, "Coreys."
One thing led to another. First it was only one
light-cut a week, but now all of the bulbs but one
have burned out, and that one is going fast. A good
portion of my weekly curriculum was spent in serv
ing so-called "cinches." Men like Harry Holmes,
Caldwell and a chap named Homer; and women,
such as, Sappho and the unforgettable Helen Gard
ner are to blame for my ultimate scholastic downfall.
I am the object of their intellectual attacks.
As I lie here, a victim of all my frustrated thoughts,
I seem to hear bells which beckon' me back to my
labors. Checkers and house mothers haunt me and I
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see the ironic vision of my mother as I stood at the
door and said, "I'll make good." I come to my senses
as the nurse comes in, and far from realizing my pre
dicament, exclaims "Truly the young see visions and
the old dream dreams!" Julia Maher '52.
\
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8:25.
An insistent bell shatters the dreamy world of sleep
and we awake to face the day's most dreaded class—
an 8:25—that class which calls an indignant sleeper
from her oh-so-soft-and-warm-hed to face the cold
world of facts and classes. But with each tick of the
clock, the eyes open a hit more, the hrain clears a hit
more, and we find ourselves eagerly awaiting our 9:20
class. And why not? It's a fi ee period today, and we're
going hack to bed!
GYM
We're off to our gym class—a favorite, for it means
a pleasant hour in the fresh air and a chance to use
up some stored energy. But today I am rather dubious
of its sprightly vitality as I apathetically swing my
ping-pong paddle and face my equally impassive
partner in the dingy light of the gym with the rain
beating a triumphant melody on the roof.
Mary Milani '50.
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CONCENTRATION j
j
French test tomorrow, have to get down to bust- j
ness. Let's see J'ai, tu 05,—how will I ever learn these |
verbs? It will take just hours! ;
There goes the crowd to Corey's. They don't have I
any tests tomorrow. Oh, well, back to studying. 111 t
have to sacrifice to make that "A." >
II a, nous aT;on5—these are really catchy.
Vous avez, Us oni—Mary and Joan are going down
to the grove for a coke and cigarette. Can't spare the
time.
Elles ant—I wish that fly would stop making so
much racket. How can I concentrate with that awful
buzzing in my ears? Now, what is the next verb? Oh—
where is that fly swatter!
Now I can get back to studying in peace. This is
taking hours, just hours!
Je suis, tu should I eat that apple now or later?
II est, nous sommes—lx. looks juicy, might as well
have it now as anytime. About due for some relaxa
tion anyhow, so I'll turn on Bill Baldwin until I
finish eating. Ummmm. It feels good to just re—lax
.  . . and . . . oh, come on in, Jean. What simply
adorable argyles! May I borrow your pattern? Good,
I'll copy it right now. Knit ten, purl two, I think a
yellow background with violet and pea-green dia-
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monds would be best, but what shall the cross-stitches
be?
Oh, you must go now? To town? Well, I've been
studying all afternoon for a French test, so I'll go
with you. Roberta Rohlfes '52.
PLUTARCH VERSUS PETTICOATS
Even in our advanced state of civilization there are
some primitive elements, namely mid-term ex
aminations and clothes, which science has neglected
to revise. Students, whether they are of a studious
nature or not, still find themselves unexpectedly con
fronted by ghastly sets of questions with unknown
answers—and the human anatomy is still covered
with fabrics requiring periodical unwrinkling. If
teachers and pupils could exchange knowledge in the
form of small purple and yellow capsules, or if the
citizens of the United States would become addicted
to paper garments which could be disposed of after
each wearing, many complications and crises would
disappear.
Victims of the present archaic system are the stu
dents of Dominican College, who are usually stricken
simultaneously with the thoughts, "midterms start
tomorrow," and, "I haven't a thing to wear!" A tense
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and fascinating battle ensues—Plutarch versus petti
coats, or ironing versus the Iliad. Snatching up her
newly washed and favorite blouse, her roommate's
iron and a book pertaining to the next morning's
first test, the harried maiden gallops to the laundry
room, post-haste. Unfortunately, several dozen other
young ladies seem to have decided upon the same
course of action, so she must wait. .. and wait. . . and
wait, reading avidly the while.
Studying, even under the most favorable condi
tions, is a difficult process. The difficulties increase
as more and more confusing elements appear: irons
to the right and irons to the left, sizzling and scorch
ing, wet socks overhead dripping water on the text
in the rhythm of a Chinese torture—chatter, staccato,
allegretto, or largo lachrimosa.
Eventually reaching the ironing board, the DC
student rapidly plugs in the iron, turns it to the de
sired heat, arranges her unusually frilled blouse in
a suitable position on the board, opens her book
again, and begins to work. At this point her activities
become unbelievably tangled. The Greek bard ap
parently has anticipated the manufacture of this par
ticular blouse and has matched every ruffle with a
lacy metaphor. A frown mars the youthful forehead—
a thin brown line edges one sheer white tuck. The
poetry lover attempts to smooth out a recalcitrant
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page with a hot iron and one of Ulysses' adventures
vanishes in a small puff of smoke ... Tempus jugit...
The "wine dark sea" and a faulty wall socket threaten
the laundress with electrocution. . . .
Circumstances such as these combine to make mid
term week a special vale of tears for professors and
pupils. The drastic combination of household and
scholastic activities reaches its climax in the mental
anguish of examinations. Pity, oh, pity the one who
writes and the one who must decode: "The minstrels
of Homer's day sang rayon poetry to the accompani
ment of a warm iron . . ."
ABSTRACTS
An open door, lights, people and voices and laugh
ter . . . water boiling on a small gas stove . . • jani jars
with sticky lids . . . burning toast . . . Peanut butter,
brown bread and tea . . . Popcorn ..." Where s some
salt?" . . . Books and knitting and chatter . .
One match left and it won't light . . . Ooh, whose
marshmallows?" . . . Steam and clinking china
.  . . Cracker crumbs . . • Bathrobes, bobby pins,
debutantes and snacks—the Meadowlands kitchen on
Friday night.
Click-clack, click-click-clack—is it a Danse Maca
bre? Pling! A new musical instrument devised for
the playing of a modernistic concert? One, two, three,
four.., An adding machine equipped with a human
voice? Purl, purl, purl ... a mad oysterman? Cable!
Some Western Union linesmen? Argyles—Scotsmen?
Can these busy figures be the companions of Madame
La Farge? No? Then the Dominican students must
be knitting again.
Mary J, Dwire '52.
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REMINDERS
Half hidden behind the weather beaten, shabby
pavilion and the vine-arbor of Benincasa stands a
lonesome cross. In summertime one hardly sees it
amidst the tall grass; but it is there, a cross with rough
surface, molded with pebbles: bluish, red, and gray.
A heap of square rocks encircles it protectingly.
This cross is like a signal. "Life is so short," it says.
"Use it the best way you can. What you do now will
determine your eternity." And still we don't take it
seriously. We are always hurrying, hoping that time
will fly by. A new excitement must be ahead of us,
something to wait and plan for. Instead, the cross
says that we should make use of the present. School
years are happy and beautiful years. Let us meet their
work seriously, enjoy their fun fullheartedly.
Maria Battha '52.
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NIGHT BEFORE RAIN
A small still whisper in my heart
Soon, with twilight, it will start.
That grows into a wail again
Before the dawn, before the rain.
With darkness, as the stars emerge.
It sings in mournful swelling surge.
I cannot know whereof it came
Nor where it goes, nor what its name.
I only know that, with the dawn.
Before the rain, it will be gone.
From somewhere, with the night-release.
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It comes to find the rain's surcease;
I do not question my small part
To give it shelter in my heart.
To mourn in kinship with some grief
That cries with every fallen leaf,
That mourns to touch a withered rose.
That every tear or hurting knows.
For the brief black moment of a night
I feel a swift and stinging flight
Of universal sorrow fleet
Across my soul in ceaseless beat.
For one swift night before the rain
I help to bear its tearless pain
Before the heavens break. My part
Is merely shelter in my heart.
Rene Brooks '50.
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MUD, SWEAT, AND TI-ERS
SILENTLY watching and laughing in spite of him
self, Tantalus watched the feverish ti-leaf sliders.
Bulging carfulls of them sped up the narrow road,
climbing hillside curves, eager to begin ti leaf slid
ing, a sport specialty of Hawaii. Tantalus, a moun
tain just out of Honolulu, had seen similar groups
jostling along his ridges, usually on a night such as
this—moisture glinting off trees, ground so wet it
might squirt water if squeezed, long grass shining
slick in moonlight, mountains dripping silently.
The caravan of cars stopped at what looked like
any other spot along the road—rising hill cut into a
cliff on one side, trees matted on the other. Shaking
themselves out, the riders formed an ant-like line and
filed into an easily overlooked path in the foliage.
The first ones to stumble from the scrawny, scratch
ing guava trees turned to laugh at those behind, care
fully picking their way. These were trying to feel
their steps in the dark, clutching branches to keep
from slipping down the muddy bank, and occasion
ally feeling the unexpected moist softness of guava
fruit squashed under their bare feet.
Once out of the thicket, all broke up quickly into
small groups to tramp, fall, and slide around ridges
looking for good ti leaves. Breathless with laughing,
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trying to grab at tufts of long grass for support, each
eventually found large clumps of plants. The ti leaves
stemmed from thin stalks at a height well over the
gatherers' heads. The leaves themselves, oversized
from growing wild, were a yard long and five inches
wide. Bunches of about eight grew from the stalk
tips, looking somewhat like the old-time feather
dusters. As many as possible were broken off, loaded
into straining arms, and lugged back to the slide.
Smoothed with grass, waxed with rain, and polished
with leaves, this slide consisted of no more than a
track down the mountain worn by many and various
seats of pants. At any time another slide might be
made if someone simply sat, pushed, and slid.
Hovering above the drop, some seemed dubious
about making the final step. Others went riding
down into blackness, the stalk of the ti plant held up
between their knees while the bunch of leaves at the
end served as their only seat. Shouts of encourage
ment came from below, and the hesitants were
forced, at least for sake of their pride, to attempt the
slide. Blinking lights from the valley seemed straight
down below their feet, and it didn't help to know
that even in daylight you couldn't see the slide's end
because the drop was so steep. Holding grimly to a
stalk, sitting gingerly on the brink of the drop, with
a last whined "If I could only see the bottom ..."
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the last ones to hold out had no choice but to follow
the rest. Gulped into darkness, each experienced the
stomachless thrill of sliding, their first breathless
silence followed by gasped yells which would have
sounded relieved under ordinary circumstances.
They skidded and bounced hectically through the
swimming night, and landed with a final bump in a
pad of grass. Welcomed lustily at the bottom, they
joined the race upward. Because of the steep angle of
the ascent, they were practically on their hands and
knees, clutching at any type of growth for support,
having people backslide into them. Between the alti
tude and the joking, they had little breath left to
scramble to the top. Their efforts to do so were often
spoiled by sliders sideswiping those within reach to
drag them down sprawling. At the same time, any
one whooping down the slide was a helpless victim o
the climbers' whims. . ,
Fresh showers began to sift down with moon ig t,
stifling the chatter. Cries of encouragement were
aimed at the skies to spray the mountainside so t at
it might become slippery again and the skies wi ing y
answered. The ground grew muddier, the ri «
speedier. After a while ti leaves were hardly nee e
and were sometimes discarded. People starte rus
ing down in runs of twos, threes, and even up to sixes,
gathering more speed with each person ad e . ew
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could continue at this pace for very long, and soon all
had to rest. Exhausted, muddy and disheveled, they
sank comfortably into well-known songs.
A silhouette picture of the scene would have served
as typical tourist bait—"soft Hawaiian moonlight
played over the tropical foliage as the haunting mel
ody of native tunes drifted through the scented air
..." But a close-up would have revealed more than
the chamber of commerce would willingly admit—
bare feet, oldest clothes, disheveled hair, and a uni
form color of brown, a rather earthy brown, on both
hillside and people.
In contrast to their hilarious mood, the singers
gradually calmed down to quietness and, as Tantalus
knew they would, the now energyless group struggled
up the lap of the hill, through the trees, and into cars.
Tantalus watched them twist down his side, then
separate with tooted farewells. He admitted to him
self that the sport he offered was more an excuse for
laughter and fun than a skill. As evidence of the
nature of Islanders, it could not be enjoyed fully
without a mixture of friends, hilarious moods, songs
and bare feet. But why think about it? They always
brought these with them. So Tantalus settled back in
the night to dream of other things more befitting a
mountain.
K. Kawananakoa '50.
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MID REGION OF DREAM
Centred in the garden,
all slanted light-paths of moon
fall in cool, blue pools.
Clearly mist-haunted are they, \
coldly chill, j
vague.
Muted, far, slender sea-pipes
emerge
droning a syllabic melody
above mistral-soar;
their fluted necks are turned
to this druid land
of spectred tarn and
scenic cliff.
Lifting,
the ancient-souled music
calls to unguarded
grave upon grave,
to a rising cabala
fast-weaved among shadows
in pale-furled vapor.
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I know well this mid-region of dream
caught between real and unreal,
deep-sunk in the melanic tomb
of remembrance,
pulled to mind-surface by the
sibilant light-paths of moon,
falling cold
in the mist-haunted garden.
Shelagh Scoville '50.
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A FOCUS ON HAMLET
More than eleven treatments of Hamlet have
gone before motion picture cameras, begin
ning with a "short" on the Laertes-Hamlet dueling
scene by Sarah Bernhardt in 1900, but the J. Arthur
Rank presentation gives us the first movie Hamlet
with sound. The actor-director-producer. Sir Lau
rence Olivier, was given complete creative freedom
by the Rank organization to compose a work which
would be suited to the medium of the screen and still
remain a tribute to the immortal Bard who wrote
the original more than three hundred years ago.
Our campus has always been Shakespeare-minded
and most of us have seen Olivier's portrayal of the
Dane whose character seems to be the essence of com
plexity. We have come away with varied opinions as
to Sir Laurence's interpretation but in agreem^t
with most critics that he shows great deftness as a i
rector and has made full use of good screen play.
like the black and white photo^aphy that to ir
Laurence seemed in keeping with the misty an
gaunt outlines of the old castle of Elsinore where a
scenes are centered, and we agree that color wou
not have lent itself to the "depth-of-focus photogra
phy" used for heightened dramatic effects. Like most
audiences we have been impressed by the simplicity
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of sets and periodlessness of costumes that give the
feeling of timelessness which is appropriately associ
ated with this universally appealing drama.
Opinions as to the "correct interpretation" of
Hamlet are as varied as recent California weather
reports. This fact was demonstrated clearly in the
course of The Arts, 1949, when a mention of Hamlet
by Dr. Strickland, Director of Dramatics at Stanford,
set murmurs of varied pitch and intensity astir in the
Meadowlands Assembly. Views on the subject that
night seemed to run the gamut of ideas. Dr. Strick
land hastened to assure us that he liked Olivier's pro
duction. He found fault only with the initial caption:
"This is the tragedy of a man who was unable to make
up his mind." The caption, he said, was not true to
Olivier's portrayal, which was that of a man who
makes up his mind too quickly. For instance, Hamlet,
he said, has no sooner heard the ghost than he tells
his companions not to be surprised if they see him
pretend madness. Another instance Dr. Strickland
noted was that when Hamlet comes to his mother he
looks quickly around as if suspecting some one be
hind the arras and strikes at the first sound of move
ment.
Some of us felt that Hamlet's treatment of Ophelia
was too rough to be in keeping with a princely na
ture. Dr. Strickland seemed to think that she deserved
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an even rougher treatment. Some persons, we know,
think that Sir Laurence should never have made this
movie; most of us agree with Dr. Horn that Shake
speare himself would have been pleased to watch
Olivier make his most famous character come alive
on celluloid.
Some of Miss Taylor's more critical Shakespearean
students have pointed out that great liberties were
taken with the text. They missed some of the deleted
passages such as Hamlet's famous "quintessence of
dust" speech, that were cut in order to fit the four
and a half hour dramatization into the two and three-
quarter hours allotted for movies. But, despite these
changes, I think that all of us who have seen the
movie, feel that we have had a very great experience
in being able to see the work of a modem artist who
merits his place in the culture of our day.
Marian Attig '49
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G MINOR PRELUDE
From the womb-hold of hills
Rhythm-echoes of gnomed feet
Press earth in rising waves,
Till massed steps, knife-decisive,
Rip through membranous folds
To measure the plains
In brilliant metal-triumph of virility.
The beakered sky minors to green,
And night's quietude splits
The armored flesh
In cool, black-sparkled song.
Hill-echoed in living hearts
Till a love-deep burning wines
A slow enigmatic strain
And mirrors harmony of wife.
The melody of girl.
Dissonance of imageless depths.
Titrated to loneliness.
Steady incessance scars the wound
In heavy metronome
To deafen still the hidden ear.
Drain the wine.
Crescendos re-steel hot flesh
Till only a scar lives
Its song of loneliness.
Marjorie Hansen '50.
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AND THE MOON FELL
Dark-cupped by shore-hands,
I watched tethered ships
Nod in old-moon light.
Love was a lone gull
rock-perched
before night.
An old, leaf-moon
Hung low and still
On windless sky.
Love wheeled and brushed
a wing-tip
across stars.
Sails filled, wind-breath sobbed.
Ships leaped in night.
The moon dropped.
Love dipped out
to Catch a yellow leaf
fallen to sea.
Rene Brooks '50.
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THE NOTE FROM SISTER
JIM AND I found Mom's note on the kitchen table
when we came back from the cub scout meeting.
She had gone to the city. The note said:
"I want you boys to go to confession today. It
starts about 3:20 so be sure you go before you start
playing ball over at Tommy's house. There are two
nickles under the dresser scarf in the front bedroom,
one for each of you. I will be back in time to get
dinner. Be good. Love, Mom."
It was already three o'clock, and we had to change
out of our scout uniforms. There wasn't much time.
I helped Jim change his clothes and brush his hair.
He said he didn't need much help, but he's only
seven and since I'm eight I can do better. As soon as
he looked good enough for Church I started pulling
off my shirt, but I was in kind of a hurry so I threw
it on the bed and it landed in the heap of pajamas
and bath robe that I hadn't hung up that morning.
I thought Jim could help me a little, too, so I said
to him:
"Hey, Jim, hang up my pajamas, will you? Mom
will be mad if they're still on the bed when she gets
home."
"Oh, you do it . . . I'm fixing something."
"Go on, you're not really doing anything, and
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besides we've got to hurry 'cause Tommy said to
come right over and we've still got to go to the
Church."
Jim took my pajamas and hung them on the hook
in the back of the closet. I brushed my hair with my
fingers 'cause it's not fine like Jim's and doesn't need
a brush. Fingers always make it look good.
We %vere both ready then, and as we left the bed
room I sent Jim to be sure that the front door was
locked while I went into Mom's room to get our
nickles . . . Then we walked through the kitchen,
each taking an apple and stuffing it inside our shirts
so that it looked like a bump on our waists.
We live on Court Street. When Jim and I were
little we used to think that the white stucco walls of
our house looked like thick icing on the cakes in the
bakery window. But now we've outgrown that game
and we never play like we're licking something sweet
from our fingers after we've run them across the
roughness . . . But just as we crossed over to the
driveway I saw Jim do this and I couldn't help but
think how much an older brother has to do to keep
the little one from being babyish.
"Come on, Jim, we've got to hurry because we want
to get to Tommy's on time. Let's not talk, but you ex
amine your conscience as you walk and I'll do it too.
Then when we get to Church it won't take so long."
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"Okay, that's a swell idea ..."
Jim started to whisper a Hail Mary. We were cross
ing the street.
Then I remembered that terrible thing . . . that
thing that had happened last week, and I wished that
we hadn't seen that note from Mom on the kitchen
table. Or I wished we were on our way over to
Tommy's instead of to the Church . . . I wonder
what kind of a sin Father will say it is. Dad said he
was more surprised than anything and Mom, I re
member, just looked at me, sad-like. Golly, I guess
it was pretty bad.
#  # #
Last Tuesday I met Jim by the gate in the fence
around the school. The bell had rung and as usual
I waited for Jim there. It's the closest way to start
out for home and I have to wait for Jim anyway
'cause Mom says that since I'm older I've got to look
out for a seven-year-old. The afternoon was real hot
and I was getting tired of waiting when finally Jim
came up. He didn't suspect anything when I drew out
of my pocket a white envelope with Mom's name
written on it.
"Hey, Jim, how come you're so late?"
"Oh, I was finishing a marble game with Tommy,
and, darn it, he won my best agate."
Maybe Jim was still worried about this loss or
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maybe it seemed natural to him but anyway, when I
started talking he still didn't suspect a thing.
"Sister gave me this envelope to pin on you. She
said she forgot to give it to you during class today and
so when I was walking down the hall she handed it
to me."
"What's it about?"
"I don't know, come here, I want to pin it on you
so's you don't lose it."
Jim's a lot shorter than I am. I remember when I
pinned it to his uniform sweater he looked at it and
then up at me. I was the worst then—when I didn't
feel as though I was doing wrong. That note was for
Mom about me really and not about Jim. But when
I read it. Sister had only written "Your son ..."
and so I knew Mom would never know and neither
would Jim.
I was mad at Sister for catching me looking on
someone else's paper that afternoon, so mad that I
didn't think about Jim's feelings or what would
happen. I only knew that I wanted to play football
that afternoon and if Mom read the note she'd never
let me out of the house. Besides if I could pretend
that the note was for Jim in the first place what could
anybody know?
Anyway when we got home that afternoon, Mrs.
Peters and Mom were sitting on the steps. That old
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Mrs. Peters always sits on the steps with Mom and
she always wears a piece of newspaper overhead
because of the hot sun. She isn't pretty like Mom
either. I remember that afternoon that when ̂ve got
home I saw her sitting there. She looked even uglier
than other hot days. Her funny eyes stared dotvn at
me and Jim when we came along the driveway . . .
and she was the one who saw the note first.
"Well, well, look what Jim has on his sweater ..."
I remember Jim looked up at me and didn't say
much, but he seemed a little worried. Neither of us
ever got notes much, except at the end of the month
when report cards were sent home, and Mrs. Peters
knew it wasn't grade time 'cause her daughter Joan
goes to Sister school too.
Then Mom called us over.
"Jim and Greg . . . come here a minute. What
have you there, Jim?"
"Oh, Mom, it's a note from Sister Anna. She ..."
Mom was unpinning the white envelope and right
then I should have told her it was mine really and
not Jim's. I was the one who had been bad! But Mom
just went too fast and her eyes were reading the
words quick-like. And Mrs. Peters' cottony voice
stopped all my thoughts of telling the truth.
"What is it dear? You look a little disturbed."
"Jim," Mom said, "I want you to go up to your
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room and stay there. I'll be in to talk to you in a few
minutes."
"Jim's a good little brother," I thought, 'cause he
just went in the house quietly, not even looking back
at me. I felt my face get red all over. I felt myself feel
funny inside, but gee, now that Mom had read the
note on Jim's sweater I couldn't just tell her it was
mine, so I gave Mom a weak smile and said good-bye
to old Mrs. Peters. I followed Jim in.
Everything was working just as I thought it would.
Mom didn't even suspect that I was a sneak and had
switched everything and was making Jim take the
blame for me.
I walked through the front room and then fol
lowed Jim into the bedroom. I asked:
"What was in the note, Jim? What'd Sister wite
home about?"
"I think I know," Jim answered and then he
lowered his eyes a little, "but honestly, Greg, I didn't
think Sister saw me. I kind of cheated on spelling
today."
Right then I remember that I felt a sudden good
feeling and I began pulling off my sweater. This
whole thing was working out perfectly and for some
reason all my half-guilty conscience disappeared. It
now seemed perfectly right that Jim should be pun
ished, and my badness seemed to lie on the floor there
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with my navy blue sweater, which had had the note
pinned to it earlier that day.
"I'm going over to Tommy's house to play foot
ball," I said casual-like so's not to give away how good
I felt. I left the room, started whistling and walking
fast.
I was skipping down the porch steps two at a time
when I heard the front door open and Mom come in.
The back door screen had just slammed and I felt
a kind of relief that I wasn't going to be there when
Jim "got it."
I played hard football that day. Gee, that really
was a good game. Tommy's team only got one touch
down and we got three. It's a funny thing, all that
time I was playing I forgot all about Jim. Except
when I just came and everyone asked where he was.
"Oh, Jim's talking to Mom. He won't play today."
I remember that I actually believed that what I
had said was only something true. 'Cause after all
Jim had been cheating and that little bit I'd done lay
back there in the room where I'd taken off my
sweater. Then just to make sure, I said a Hail Mary
to myself, saying I was sorry for my cheating and
that I'd never do it again.
We played all of the afternoon until Tommy had
to go in. I began feeling very strange inside me then.
I picked up a handful a gravel from one of the drive-
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ways I passed and kind of walked slow, letting one
piece drop every five steps ... it took a long time
to get home that night and it was nearly six when I
walked into the house.
Everyone was already at the table when I came
in to the dining room. Dad was sitting up—straight
like he always does. Mom was serving some meat
and Jim—Jim was sitting real low and his eyes were
red ... I could see.
Everyone was so quiet that I felt a little more
funny and then Dad said something about how he
just couldn't believe something. I guess I kind of
mumbled,
"Couldn't believe what?"
Dad answered what I thought he would:
"I just can't believe how a young boy will cheat!"
Then there was quiet again and I looked over at
Jim . . . his eyes were still red and they began to
blink. Mom handed me the potatoes, and so I turned
away from looking at my brother, to take the bowl.
I spooned some of the mashed whiteness on to my
plate then set the bowl down and looked over at Jim
again. His eyes were red and watery. I could almost
feel the lump inside his throat and how his stingy
eyes must have felt. Then Dad said:
"And cheat with a crucifix right in the room."
I knew then that the lump I felt was in my own
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throat and not Jim's and that the stingy eyes were
mine. I dropped the fork on my plate. It clashed
with a sharp chipping sound that hurt my ears, and
I broke out crying. There were still pieces of the
small gravel on my hands and the creases on my
fingers were damp and filled with dirt. I could feel
this when I started to rub my cheeks and it made me
cry all the more.
I felt terrible inside and my throat was choked
with words, but some of them came out:
"I'm sorry, I'm sorry. It wasn't Jim, it was me.
The note was for me. Mom!"
Somehow I remember leaving the table and knock-
Ihg my chair into Jim's when I left. I ran into the
bedroom. I stumbled over my navy blue sweater and
it was then that the badness left the sweater and
jumped back on to me where it belonged. I fell on
the bed, crying and crying.
Mom came in. I felt her sit down on the bed beside
me. When she sat the bed sank in and it made me roll
kind of towards her.
"Mom, I'm sorry, I'm sorry."
Then I told her everything.
#  * #
Jim and I had reached the Church by now . . .
All that walk neither of us had said a word. We
Walked up the Church's steps and into the foyer.
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"Let's go in and make it shorti"
I dipped my hand in the holy water to one side of
the doorway and gave some of the drops to Jim. We
crossed ourselves and then pushed open the doors.
Everything was real quiet inside, but we made a
little noise when we knelt and slid into the pew. I
leaned my head down on my hands. I felt the holy
water there. It felt good and cool! Then I started
praying and thinking.
It was a good thing that Mom had said she wanted
us to go to confession today. I whispered over to Jim;
"Say, Jim, I'm really sorry about that note!"
He looked at me quietly, like he was sorry too
.  . . then with one knee he nudged me to go on in to
the Father.
Evelyn Chilvers '51.
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THE I.R.C.
The signs of the times have shown themselves strong
ly on the campus this year, if one is to judge from the
growing activity of the International Relations Club.
Bi-weekly meetings have attracted so large an attend
ance that they have been held in Meadowlands. The
success of the year has been due in no small part to
the valuable guidance of Dr. Wladislaw Sokolowski,
whose experience as a European diplomat and whose
knowledge of world affairs have provided a stimulus
and a help to the understanding of world problems.
Among the most important events of the year was
the Regional Conference of the I.R.C. held in Stock
ton last November, which was attended by five dele
gates from the College. In February our chapter was
host to I.R.C. groups from the Bay Region. Our club
sent a representative to the World Affairs Council
meeting held in San Francisco in March, and spon
sored the fine talk on Germany given by Marshall
Dill of Stanford at the initiation of the new members
of the Honor Society.
The climax of an active year promises to be a trip
to Denver, Colorado, where the North American
Conference of International Relations Clubs is to be
held in April. Mary Corbett will be the official dele
gate, and Peggy Detert and Barbara Sims are to ac-
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company her as observers. Among the important
speakers announced are Mr. Vincent Massey, Chan
cellor of the University of Toronto and former Cana
dian Ambassador to the United States, and His Ex
cellency, Signor Alberto Tarchiani, Italian Ambassa
dor to the United States.
The campus has enlarged its interest in inter
national relations through the exchange of ideas
brought about by these frequent meetings with
I.R.C. groups of other colleges and other regions.
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THE MUSIC CLUB
The Music Club enjoyed an active year under the
presidencyof Jane Andersen. Monthly meetings, dur
ing which various members performed, provided en
joyment for the audience and good experience for
the performer. The Music Club obtained tickets for
the symphony and opera for sale to the college stu
dents and has given receptions for guest artists.
THE SPANISH CLUB
The Spanish Club, Las Modernistas, met at Mead-
owlands with the usual elaborate ceremonies of initi
ation late in the term. Several of the students accom
panied Dr. Shone to a party at the University of Cali
fornia in Berkeley.
The second semester the group was saddened by
the resignation of Dr. Shone, but they welcomed
Senora Mimrane at a tea given in her honor at
Meadowlands just before the beginning of Lent.
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THE POETRY CLUB
The Poetry Club has continued with renewed en
thusiasm under Mrs. Archer. Interesting discussions
have been held every Monday afternoon in Meadow-
lands where the members read and criticize their own
poetry. Poems have been submitted to the Oakland
Tribune Banquet and a prize was offered in this con
test by the Dominican College. The first prize of the
Ormeida-Keeler Award, membership in the Califor
nia Writers' Club, was won this year by Marjorie
Hansen. Poems by Marjorie have been published
during the year in Kaleidograph, California Writers'
Bulletin, Westminster Magazine, and Carmel Pine-
Cone. Shelagh Scoville and Rene Brooks received
honorable mention in the Ormeida Keeler contest
and were invited to join the Writers' Club. Rene also
had a poem accepted and published in the anthology
of poetry of college students.
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PATRONS
Albert's Incorporated, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. Soren Andersen, Vallejo
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. Andrews, Oroville
Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Attig, Modesto
Ayres Paint and Supply Company, San Rafael
Borden's Marin County Milk Company, San Rafael
Mr. Paul L. Bernardis, Sacramento
Dr. and Mrs. R. Boyd, Mill Valley
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bradley, Spokane, Washington
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest J. Burger, Eureka
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas O. Burger, San Diego
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Cadinha, Honolulu, Hawaii
Camgros Gravel and Fuel Company, San Rafael
Campion and Ward Pharmacy, San Rafael
Carew and English, Incorporated, San Francisco
A. Carlisle and Company, San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce, San Rafael
City of Paris, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene J. Corbett, San Francisco
Coca Cola Bottling Company, San Rafael
du Charme Studio, San Francisco
Corey's, San Rafael
Crocker First National Bank, San Francisco
H. S. Crocker Company Incorporated, San Francisco
A. R. Dankworth Incorporated, Los Angeles
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Mr. and Mrs. George B. Detert, Oakland
Mr. F. L. DiNapoli, San Jose
First National Bank, San Rafael
Commander and Mrs. C. S. Fay, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Franks, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Gamier, Burlingame
Mrs. Pierce Greenough, Kentfield, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip J. Griffin, Melrose, Mass.
Gaffney and Company, San Francisco
Gasberg Photo Studio, San Rafael
Goldstein and Company, San Francisco
Granat Brothers, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Allen F. Harnett, Hillsborough
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph O. Hawkins, San Rafael
Herbert-Rohrer Jewelers, San Rafael
The Hibemia Bank, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Hirschbuhl, Portland, Oregon
Hobby House, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Hohlt, Santa Rosa
Dr. Frank H. Howard, San Rafael
San Rafael Independent, San Rafael
Joe's Taxi, San Rafael
Mrs. Thomas C. Jordan, Fairfax
Mr. and Mrs. Asa Kalfsbeek Jr., Arbuckle
Keaton's Mortuary, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. Porter T. Kerckhoff, Covina
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Kirby, San Rafael
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Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Leonhard, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Long, Fairfax
Mr. R. G. Luchetti, San Francisco
Livingston Brothers, San Francisco
Lucas Valley Dairy, San Rafael
Marelli Brothers, San Rafael
Marin Journal, San Rafael
Marin Produce Company, San Rafael
Hotel Mark Hopkins, San Francisco
Dr. and Mrs. Homer E. Marston, San Rafael
Mrs. Louise McCarty, Oakland
Dr. and Mrs. S. J. McClendon, San Diego
Mrs. R. T. McGrath, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. Francis P. Mclnerney, Atherton
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Monroe, Glendora
Mr. and Mrs. A. Montani, San Rafael
William Nock Company, San Rafael
The Nut Tree, Vacaville
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Olufs, Fresno
Podesta and Baldocchi, San Francisco
Poehlmann Pharmacy, San Rafael
Mary Helen Power, Vacaville
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey C. Pope, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Renton, Honolulu, Hawaii
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Rovere, San Francisco
S&W Fine Foods Incorporated, San Francisco
Sawyer's News Stand, San Rafael
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Sheridan and Bell Florists, San Francisco
Mr. and Mrs. John Sheedy, Alpine
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Sims, Brawley
Mr. and Mrs. Fabian Smith, Spokane, Washington
Shreve and Company, San Francisco
Louis T. Snow and Company, San Francisco
Sommer and Kaufmann, San Francisco
Hotel St. Francis, San Francisco
Dr. and Mrs. John C. Taylor, San Rafael
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Tobin, Vancouver, Washington
Drs. Lloyd Tyler & Rafael Dufhcy Jr., San Rafael
Mr. J. C. Walsh, Oakland
Dr. and Mrs. L. L. Walsh, San Anselmo
Webb and Rogers Drugs, San Rafael
Frank Werner Company, San Francisco
Mrs. Jane Wilson, San Jose
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Wiseman, San Mateo
Women's Athletic Association, Dominican College
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Yaksitch, Arvin
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